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Building the Secure PC

This article explains why a

security strategy has to pay

special attention to the end

users PC.We consider the
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and analyze today’s attack

techniques.This leads to a

direct understanding of the

requirements to construct 

a secure PC and that true

security needs hardware to

do the job properly.
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dramatically.
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E-commerce and E-business

seem to be prevalent

everywhere in today’s

computing environment.
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wary about using the new

services themselves.Compaq,

Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel
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together to create the Trusted

Computing Platform Alliance

(TCPA) - an industry

working-group focused 

on increasing the security 

of computing platforms.
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Security
Hardware – the key
to unlocking new markets 

By Ulrich Hamann, Senior Vice President
and General Manager. Security and Chip
Card ICs. Infineon Technologies AG, Munich

Applications such as 

e-commerce, virtual

private networks and

many others will only

really take off once 

the appropr iate

infrastructure of

security hardware is

in place and we can

move around safely in

the digital world.

System manufacturers

must integrate

security hardware as

standard in their

equipment before they can provide

their customers with the basis required

for the true information age in which

sensitive data is safe.

Our world is moving faster today than

ever before. It took radio 38 years 

to reach an audience of 50 million

worldwide, and television 13 years, but

the Internet has gone from nothing 

to 50 million surfers in only four years.

There are now 300 million people

using the Web and the figure is

increasing by 200,000 every day across

the globe.

Despite these impressive figures,

electronic commerce is still developing

very slowly. Of course, there may well

be the odd content and design error

here and there, but they cannot be held

responsible as the main reason for the

sluggish growth of cyberbusiness.

The true reason for surfers’

reticence when it comes to e-commerce

is the absence of secure data

transmission. Manfred Krüger, CEO

of Euro Card Systems, a company that

manages pr imar ily the brands

Eurocard/Mastercard, reports that

almost ten percent of Internet credit

card transactions are fraudulent, and

that the number is increasing. Overall,

credit card fraud on the Internet is ten

times more prevalent than traditional

signature fraud in the real world.

“In the future, each complex

system will be able to check its

own reliability using the chips

integrated in the individual 

components.”

Security in the digital world, i.e. being

able to accurately identify business

partners and transmit data without it

being corrupted, is the only basis on

which to establish and consolidate

practical Internet business. Just as in

the automotive industry, following the

introduction of seat belts in all new

cars, additional safety features such 

as ABS, the airbag, ESP, increased

passenger safety, etc. became in-

creasingly influential sales arguments,

so too will the security hardware of

PCs, PDAs and mobile phones 

become a basic requirement for the

consumer - but far more quickly.

The chips used for these security

features or, more accurately, the

security ICs, are not only of great

benefit for private e-commerce and

safe e-mail, but also for the professional

sector.They close the massive security

gap that exists at the moment in

applications such as VPNs (Virtual

Private Network) and remote access.

They also have other industrial uses in

addition to access control. In the

future, each complex system will be

able to check its own reliability using

the chips integrated in the individual

components. Again, we can use the

automotive industry as an example,

where not only are anti-theft devices

of particular interest from a security

point of view, but they are also now

being used to check that the vehicle

is using the spare parts specially

designed for it (a concept known as

“car system integrity”).

“There are no secrets on a 

standard PC without security

hardware.”

At the moment, data encryption with

PCs and PDAs takes place in the 

PC or PDA processor itself. These

processors are freely programmable and

grant every program access to the data

in their registers. Since the key must

be stored in plaintext in a register of

the processor during the encryption

process, this type of software

encryption almost invites hackers to

discover the key. Once a hacker is in

possession of the key, he has unlimited

access to sensitive data. Just how

susceptible PCs are to Trojan horses

and viruses was clearly demonstrated

Guest Opinion
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by the “ILOVEYOU” virus recently. Indeed, there 

is one thing that every PC user should be aware of:

that there are no secrets on a standard PC without

security hardware.

In contrast to conventional processors, security ICs and

chip card ICs cannot be reprogrammed, so they

represent a virus-free environment for security

applications.They permit the secure storage of secret

keys and therefore the reliable exchange of non-

adjustable data, whose senders and receivers can

accurately identify themselves.The identity of the person

using the security hardware can be determined by the

hardware itself by means of biometry ICs. For example,

Infineon’s FingerTIPTM reads the fingerprint of its

registered users.

It is essential for any cryptographic procedure to keep

the data encryption keys secret. For this reason, the key

data are only managed and modified in the security

hardware when using specific security ICs, whereas

with software encryption, the keys are processed in the

normal PC processor. It is this that makes software

encryption solutions so vulnerable.

Security and chip card ICs from Infineon Technologies

also have special built-in protection against physical

attacks.Neither statistical analysis of the electromagnetic

radiation of the IC or its power supply, for instance, nor

extremely costly systematic abrasion and analysis of the

chip would reveal the key.

The “public key procedure” can be used for digital

signatures to conduct legally binding business

transactions on the Internet in exactly the same way as

with a real signature on a paper contract.A personal

pair of keys, consisting of the public key and the private

key, is generated for each user by a trust center or by

the random number generator of the chip card

controller.While the public key can be issued at will,

the user keeps the private key, safely stored on the chip

card, secret. Only the chip card, protected against

unauthorized access, can be used to decode data

encrypted with the public key into plaintext.

Data records that have been digitally signed using the

private key (discernible with the aid of the public key)

can therefore logically only originate from one person,

namely the authorized card owner.

The chip card ICs that are used for this type of

application must fulfill strict requirements.As the first

chip card controller worldwide, the SLE66CX160S

from Infineon Technologies meets all the requirements

of security level E4/“high-level” efficiency according

to the ITSEC (Information Technology Security

Evaluation Criteria). It is therefore the only chip card

controller at present that satisfies the extremely stringent

security requirements of the German signature law for

digital signatures.

“The “public key procedure” can be used for

digital signatures to conduct legally binding

business transactions on the Internet in exactly

the same way as with a real signature on a paper

contract.”

Nowadays, we cannot imagine secure data transmission

without chip cards with security controllers. If we take

a closer look at the latest chip card controller from

Infineon Technologies, the 16-bit SLE66CX640P from

the 66Plus family, we see that it is a true master of the

art of encryption and decoding. It processes RSA

algorithms with key lengths of up to 2048 bits in a

fraction of a second. It would take several of the most

powerful computers, months to convert a message

encoded in this way into plaintext.

Of course, in theory, any code or key can be “cracked”,

but only with infinite time and effort.Together with

researchers at the INRIA (National Research Institute

for Computer Sciences and Control in France), the

Irish mathematician Robert Harley calculated an 

ECC key encoded with 108 bits. After intensive

statistical calculations, which reduced the number of

possible keys to a mere tenth of the original volume,

the scientists ran 9,300 computers in parallel via the

Internet non-stop for more than four months.

Extrapolated to one PC with a clock speed of 450MHz,

this gives a turnaround time in the region of 500 years.

If the ECC key were converted with 108 bits to the

quasi-standard of private key encryption, namely the

RSA algorithm, it would still be around 600 bits long.

Almost quadrupling the key (to 2048-bit RSA, as with

the 66Plus family from Infineon Technologies) 

however, not only quadruples the turnaround time from

500 years to 2000 years, but also increases it by a

multiple. From a statistical point of view, a hacker using

a 450 MHz PC would not in practice be able to crack a

data packet encrypted with an Infineon chip from the

66Plus family (2048-bit key length).

Guest Opinion
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This example shows that the chips of

the 66Plus family are cryptographically

secure for day-to-day use both 

now and in the future. However, in

pursuit of their aim to rule out

fraudulent attacks altogether, Infineon

Technologies will this year launch the

88 series chip card controllers with

two 32-bit processors integrated 

on one piece of silicon, which

drastically increases the encryption

computing speed.

“From a statistical point of view,

a hacker using a 450 MHz PC

would not in practice be able to

crack a data packet encrypted

with an Infineon chip from the

66Plus family (2048-bit key

length).”

When it comes to encrypting large

volumes of data online, however, the

chip card is stretched to its limit, as 

it only communicates with the outside

world via one ser ial 115 Kbit/s

interface. It is at precisely this point

that the USB token attacks the security

chip. In principle, this is the entire

security hardware, as on a chip card.

Instead of the slow serial interface,

the USB token has a monolithically 

integrated USB interface which 

enables data exchange at 12 Mbit/s.

The USB token is therefore also 

suited to the online encryption of 

large data volumes. If secure data

transmission with a PC that runs under

Windows 98/2000 is required, the

USB token is a fast and, ultimately,

cost-effective solution, since the USB

interface already exists, whereas the

chip card would require a separate

reading device.

The Bayon™ security chip is even

faster: it permits all the data on the

hard drive of a computer to be 

stored encrypted.The cryptographic

keys for the hard drive data are saved

on the owner’s personal chip card with

which the Bayon™ communicates in

encrypted form. Should unauthorized

access be gained to the hard drive, the

data stored on it is still inaccessible

because the key stored securely on the

chip card is required.The advantage of

the Bayon™ is that because of its high

data throughput, it is possible to work

normally and quickly with the PC.

As more and more notebooks are

stolen on business trips, the Bayon™ is

particularly interesting, since the hard

drives of such computers normally

contain extremely sensitive data.

Until now, most applications have

required a PIN (Personal Identification

Number) in addition to the security

hardware (chip card, USB token or

other security ICs).The FingerTIP™

sensor from Infineon Technologies

considerably increases the level of

security, as only the personal finger-

print permits access to the chip card.

It is therefore no longer necessary to

remember various PINs or write them

down in supposedly safe places such

as diaries, or on bits of paper in a

briefcase. This sensor already has

multiple uses today, ranging from

physical access control, e.g. to a house

or car, and logical access control to

networks (intranet, Internet, etc.), right

through to ensuring that each person

only uses a particular service once,

a functionality that is of particular

interest for social welfare offices.

The next step is to produce a 

10 µm, flexible chip for the

FingerTIP™ sensor, which gives the

ICs characteristics more akin to a piece

of paper than an IC. This physical

flexibility enables the FingerTIP™

sensor, despite its large surface area of 

approximately 1.5 cm2, to be integrated

on a chip card without the risk of

destroying the sensor when it is used.

Thin chips are not only about flexible

silicon; they also provide additional

security. By “stacking” and “sticking”

(vertical system integration) individual

wafer-thin ICs manufactured using

different technologies, the structures

of the complete module become even

more complex and thus more resistant

to physical attacks.

In the future, new technologies 

and processes will facilitate the 

manufacture of even smaller chips,

whose production costs will be much

lower than they are today. Such 

chips are predestined for one-time

applications, such as in a day-to-day

business environment, or specially

programmed chips that are integrated

in normal paper and fulfil a range of

security functions such as effective

copy protection or even simply a

tamper-proof “watermark”.

Thanks to new technologies and

wafer-thin ICs, the chip card of

tomorrow will include far more 

components than simply the security

controller and a FingerTIP™ sensor

(and an antenna with contactless cards).

Soon, a display, a keypad, a loud-

speaker, a battery, a solar cell or other

biosensors will be integrated in the

card. Infineon Technologies is already

moving in this direction, as was evident

at the Card Tech/Secur Tech 2000

show in Miami, where the prototype

of a chip card with integrated

FingerTIP™ sensor and liquid crystal

display was presented for the first time.

If we consider the synergies between

polymer electronics and displays,

as well as between polymer membrane

batteries and sensor elements, the

possibilities are even more exciting.

For example, moving away from

segment display to full-card graphical

display: not only will it be able to 

show video images in very good

quality, it will also act as a touch screen.
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The market for security solutions will

grow tremendously - even more than in

the last few years. Between 1987 and

2000, the worldwide turn-over for the 

overall market for security and chip card ICs

grew from 13 million Euros to 1.3 billion

Euros, which corresponds to an annual

growth rate of around 42%. By the year

2005, though, it will have grown by a

further 50 % every year, so that in

2005, the overall market value in

security and chip card ICs will be 

9.7 billion Euros.Europe’s share as a sales

market will decrase from the current 55% to 30%,

but Asia will experience a particularly large increase in

the market for security and chip card ICs:

although only small volumes are supplied to Southeast

Asia and Japan at present, these regions will have a

market share of 21% (Asia-Pacific, in excess of 

2 billion Euro) and 12% (Japan, around 1.2 billion Euro)

in the year 2005. For this exponential growth to be

possible, Infineon Technologies engineers across the world

are currently working hard with our own teams and those

of our customers to develop revolutionary solutions.

It must never be forgotten that security is not static,

but dynamic. Security means being at least two

generations ahead of even the best hackers. For this

reason, Infineon Technologies is already working on 

tomorrow’s security solutions, ensuring that the amount

of time and money required for a‘successful’ attack will

systematically eradicate them altogether.

Bill Gates, Microsoft and

Ulrich Hamann, Infineon

Technologies meet at 

Redmond after Microsoft

announces its entry into 

the Smart Card arena with

its Windows for Smart

Cards (WfSC)

Secure hardware (security ICs, chip cards, etc.)

offers the basis for secure movement in the 

digital world but needs the appropriate security

software. The software should no longer be

oriented simply towards a particular operating system,

but generally towards open platforms, and should be

compatible with the most diverse applications.

It is ultimately the market that decides which of the

many applications emerge victorious. For this reason,

Infineon Technologies security and chip card ICs

support not only Java but also Windows for Smart Cards

and Multos.

“The great advantage of the new ICs with open

operating systems is that any suitably qualified

engineer can develop applications that can be

used worldwide.”

In future, there will be more and more open operating

systems for Smartcards, instead of the predominantly

proprietary ones found today. Infineon Technologies is

assuming that the open platforms will have a market

share of over 50 % in a few years’ time.To support this

open software concept, the controllers of the 88 family,

for example, have a Memory Management Unit

(MMU) to partition individual applications and 

manage them separately.Thus they can also function

independently alongside each other.

The great advantage of the new ICs with open

operating systems is that any suitably qualified engineer

can develop applications that can be used worldwide.

For example, applications can be downloaded via 

the GSM network if the card or the chip is installed in

a GSM telephone.A typical scenario of the chip card

of tomorrow could be a traveler who downloads a 

ticket for, say, the London underground system either

via the Internet at home or via the chip card 

in his mobile phone on the way to the airport.The

downloaded electronic ticket, obviously already paid

for, is then read directly by the access control system in

London.This on-site access control could even be

offline, as it would only be able to read the anonymous

ticket and would therefore not require a connection 

to a central computer.

Guest Opinion
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Technofile 1

Authentication methods to verify the identity of a person

as a means of restricting access to sensitive areas are a key

ingredient of today’s secure systems. Intelligent and accurate

authentication concepts are essential, particularly in view

of the growing importance of intranet and internet

applications, but also in order to control access to computers

and networks or to protect Smartcards. Security mechanisms,

and especially biometric techniques as the only sure way

to determine the identity of a person, are becoming more

and more important.

Traditional techniques based on the use of

passwords or Smartcards rely on the fact that the user

possesses information known solely to him or her

(verification of identity by knowledge: password,PIN,TAN)

or holds a personal authorization key (verification of identity

by possession). Even the security of today’s Smartcards

ultimately depends on the level of security achievable by

PINs. But means of identification based on possession or

knowledge can easily be lost, stolen or imitated.What’s

more, these traditional means of identification only guarantee

that a user is in possession of the identifying token at the

relevant moment.Whether that user is the legitimate owner

cannot be verified using conventional methods, however.

Apart from this uncertainty, there is the inconvenience and

cost of managing an increasing number of PINs.

Biometric
Systems 101 
and Beyond

Biometric
Systems 101 
and Beyond

An Introduction to and Evaluation of the 
Technology and an Overview on Current Issues

Biometric techniques are increasingly being integrated into 
the security strategies of existing applications. The technology-
oriented view of the early days has long since evolved into an
application- and solution-oriented view of this promising 
technology. The era of e-commerce and e-business needs a way
of personal identification, that only biometrics can offer.

By Dr. Brigitte Wirtz, Infineon Technologies AG

Miniaturization of the biometric systems and the

convergence of existing technologies will open doors

for their use possibly not foreseen today.

This is where biometrics can help, by offering solutions that

satisfy the twin demands of security and convenience. Instead

of verifying knowledge or possession, biometric systems

analyze a person’s physiological or behavioral characteristics.

Biometric characteristics - like voiceprints, dynamic

signatures, fingerprints etc. - are personal identifiers that are

intrinsically associated with the individual in question, can

be reproduced anytime, and cannot easily be lost or stolen.

The more fraud in our society grows, the more biometrics

offers both a more convenient and a more reliable means

of personal identification. Integrating today’s available

security measures PKI, smartcards and biometrics open the

door for integrated security solutions.

The choice of the specific technology depends

on factors such as the targeted application scenario, general

cost and integration expenses, and last, but not least, on the

degree of user acceptance and in the future potentially also

on the seamless integration into innovative human machine

communication.

Biometric systems definitively have left their

childhood behind. Systems and especially sensors have

decreased drastically in price and have thus enabled their
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application not only in high-security high-price, but also

in convenience and low-price scenarios. Recognition

performance has been and is constantly being improved,

and existing and emerging standards facilitate the integration

into real applications. Miniaturization of the biometric

systems and the convergence of existing technologies will

open doors for their use possibly not foreseen today.

This article provides an introduction to the basic

concepts of biometric systems and the criteria applied to

evaluate them. It gives an overview of the most important

techniques and discusses current biometric topics.

Biometrics: 
the System View

Biometric systems verify the identity of an individual by

checking personal characteristics.This is done by applying

pattern recognition and matching methods to compare

given biometric features against corresponding previously

stored reference patterns associated with the same individual.

Biometric systems are basically concerned with

resolving a pattern recognition problem in order to separate

two classes, originals and forgeries.A biometric system must

on the one hand tolerate considerable variability in the

original data so that authorized users are still granted access

to the desired application, while on the other hand it must

reject convincing forgeries. From a pattern classification

viewpoint, this is a challenging problem mainly because

decisions must be made on the basis of statistical data which,

due to the nature of the reference construction process

(enrollment phase), is derived from only a few original data

samples.The problem is compounded by the fact that no

statistical distributions whatsoever are available in respect

of forger data.

Biometric systems are basically concerned with

resolving a pattern recognition problem in

order to separate two classes,

originals and forgeries.

Biometric systems generally include the classical pattern

recognition components data acquisition, preprocessing,

feature extraction and classification.These components are

used in the two primary functional biometric system

components, the enrollment and the recognition module.

The recognition module can either work in verification or

in identification mode.

Enrollment, is the initial learning process, in which the

system registers biometric characteristics, i.e. signature, voice,

facial characteristics, etc.This means, that one or more

biometric data sets are acquired and processed to achieve

the respective features to be stored in the respective

biometric data base.

Recognition (Verification) (also called 1:1 match) then

consists in comparing the biometric features currently being

collected with the corresponding pre-stored reference data

for the person concerned.

Recognition (Identification) (also called 1:many match)

denotes that the biometric system finds the person’s identity

by matching its current features against those in the system’s

database and subsequently finding the best match to the

requested person.

An optional learning module (adaptation) can also be

used to adapt the reference data to ongoing changes in the

biometric features.Adaptation is normally used in behavioral

biometric systems - such as voice or signature dynamics -

were a change of the respective biometric features over time

is natural, and can thus be compensated by adaptation.

13
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Fig. 1 illustrates the basic structure of a typical system. Input

data is recorded using a suitable sensor (e.g. a pen tablet in

dynamic signature verification, or a fingerprint sensor in

the case of fingerprint recognition). Either the preprocessed

data or features extracted from it can be used for verification

or classification.This data is preprocessed and normalized

before or during the pattern matching process.When a new

user is added, one or more of these input data records are

used to create a biometric reference data record. During

verification, by contrast, this input data is compared with

the corresponding reference data.The reference data is

selected from the reference database when the user enters

their personal identification number.Alternatively, reference

data can also be stored on a storage medium, which is in

the user’s possession and at the same time replaces the

identification number.With adaptive methods, the decisions

received in a positive classification can be used to update

the reference data (learning module).

Overview on 
Biometric Systems

Depending on the type of characteristics used, biometric

systems are broadly separated into two categories.

Physiological techniques - such as the analysis of

facial features, fingerprints or blood vessels in the retina - use

human characteristics that normally do not change over a

person’s lifetime.An advantage with such techniques is that

theoretical estimates for the achievable recognition accuracy

can often be given via frequency distributions of the basic

features1.The inherently stable input pattern can, however,

be corrupted by variations introduced at the human-sensor

interface (variable finger or face positioning, for example).

Consequently, the recognition rates that can be achieved in

a practical application may diverge significantly from the

theoretical feature-based estimates.

Technofile 1

Biometric Systems:
The pattern recognition system primitives

Data acquisition

Process of acquiring the initial raw data from the respective sensing device (scanner, camera, etc.).This is the basis of all

following computations, and the quality of the raw data has a severe impact of the performance of the complete

system. For biometrics, this implies that paying attention to high quality capture data should enhance recognition

performance. It is known, that significant variability can be introduced into subsequent samples of the same person due

to noise or variabilities introduced by the human-machine interface of the acquisition device.

Preprocessing

Preprocessing of data serves for quality enhancement of the acquired data.A series of steps such as mechanisms for

noise removal from images or changing the data representation to a positional invariant one may belong to this step

Feature extraction

Together with the matching algorithm this step forms the basis for the systems recognition performance.The features

and the respective matching algorithm must be optimized for each other.Biometric feature extraction implies the task

of determining the personal characteristics, that show the lowest intra-class and the highest inter-class variability

simultaneously to guarantee, that variations in the original person’s characteristics can be tolerated while still separating

from obtrudes.In a practical biometric system the choice of the feature set (as well as the matching algorithm) can be

further on determined by the application scenario and its computational constraints.

Classification

This is the sequence of matching and decision. Matching is the process of calculating a similarity or dissimilarity

measure based on a current feature representation of the biometrics data of a user and the respective reference data set.

The matching process must compensate the statistical variability introduced into the biometrics signals during the

acquisition process. Using statistical models of the data distributions the decision on the match can finally be performed.

1 This is typically

used in iris scan 

and fingerprint

recognition

applications.

Table 1.1: The pattern recognition system modules
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Behavioral techniques - such as the analysis of

typing dynamics, signing movements or voiceprints - are

based on the examination of individual characteristic elements

of human actions.These are subject to natural variations,

so the recorded characteristics can never be absolutely

identical even if, as in the case of signature verification, for

example, they can be registered by means of sensors, which

do not generate any additional variability in the data.

However, behavioral techniques also always include a

physical component - the signing movement, for example,

is largely determined by the motor system of the person

concerned, while voiceprints are to a significant extent

dependent on the structure of the oropharynx - and it is

precisely these components which play a dominant role in

the selection of features in the corresponding systems.

The keyword-based list of biometric systems

given in table 2.1 offers an overview of the most important

representatives of biometric systems currently available on

the market. In each case an indication is given of the

underlying sensor principle, verification method, reliability,

acceptance, price, data record size, necessity of a life test etc.

Vendor and price details are based on the current state of

the market, where vendor takes account of the principal

players and not every available system supplier or integrator

(for an overview on this scale, the reader is referred to the

relevant pages of the Biometric Consortium [BC] or to the

magazine Biometric Technology Today).The price is also

to be regarded only as a measure serving to differentiate

different systems.With the ongoing development of new

sensor technologies - such as the silicon fingerprint sensors-

price relationships can quickly be reversed.The data record

size criterion likewise represents merely a rough classification.

Depending on the choice of the underlying algorithmic

principle, it can also vary considerably within the same

biometric system category - for example in the use of

parameter- versus function-based approaches to dynamic

signature verification.Moreover, data compression is usually

possible, so the original data record size itself does not allow

conclusions to be drawn about whether the respective

biometric is suitable for smartcard use, for example.

Life test refers to the check to verify whether the

biometric features in question were in fact generated by a

living organism and not by an artificial replica. In almost

all biometric systems, explicit precautions must be taken

against imitations - such as using an artificial finger in optical

fingerprint systems, an image or video in face recognition

systems, or a voice recording in speaker verification systems.

With some biometric systems, this problem can be solved

using algorithms (for example 3D-imaging against photos

in face recognition),whereas with others such as fingerprint

recognition systems using optical sensors, additional sensors

can be used. Biometric systems requiring a human action

possess an implicit life test element, at least in supervised

or partially supervised scenarios. Over time, a remedy will

be provided here by multiple biometric systems, which, by

combining techniques requiring a life test with techniques

that implicitly perform a life test, will increase security and

convenience for the end user.

With regards to security and possible forgery

scenarios, it should be pointed out that biometric security

is a part of an overall security strategy. It must be guaranteed

that the overall system cannot be corrupted.

Table 2.1 gives a basic characterization of the mainstream

commercially available biometric systems. It should be kept

in mind though, that in the end, the application determines

the choice of biometrics, and some features can be of

advantage or disadvantage depending on the targeted

application. It is the application that puts a biometrics 

to work or to fail, and it is the application’s requirements

that must be carefully analyzed before the biometrics choice

is made.

For a more detailed characterization, both of the technical

principles as well as the market and application aspects 

of biometric techniques, please refer for example to the

Biometrics Report [SJB99], the Biometric Consortiums

website.

Technofile 1
Biometric 

Data

Reference 
Data Base

or Smartcard

Preprocessing Reference
Construction Classification

Decision
Original or 

Forgery

Learning
Reference
Pattern

Signature 
Data

Feature VectorFeature
Extraction

Biometric verification systems 

Fig. 1
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Technofile 1

Sensor 
principle

Matching 
principle

Data size

Variability

Acceptance 

Reliability

Integration
issues

Life test

Vendors

Price

Fingerprint 
verification

Various sensor principles: optical, capacitive,
infrared, ultrasonic, pressure

Comparison of a given fingerprint with a
corresponding reference fingerprint using
image processing techniques, mostly based
on minutiae matching (but also comparison
of grayscale images, finger ridges or pores)

Small to medium data record size 
(algorithm-dependent)

Differences compared to the reference 
fingerprint are due to variations at the 
sensor-human interface, e.g. caused by 
differences in positioning, differences in
pressure or temporary changes in the 
fingerprint (cuts, abrasions, dirt etc.)

Possible acceptance problems as a result 
of criminological associations or hygiene 
considerations

Extensive experience with optical sensors
in field tr ials and applications 
(e.g. immigration into the US)
Based on fingerprint characteristics, the
number of persons distinguishable in 
principle can be estimated as the lower 
theoretical limit of verification capability

Related techniques have been in use for
more than 20 years in AFIS systems 
(semi-automatic identification systems
based on inked fingerprints). In Europe, for
example, 12 matching minutiae pairs are
considered legally sufficient for a positive
identification.

Life test necessary to counter deceptions
using severed or artificial fingers

Several vendors

Ranging from cheap to expensive 
(depending on sensor principle)

Face 
verification

Cameras (digital (CCD),
video, infrared, etc.

Comparison of characteristic
facial traits with the
corresponding reference
features using image
processing techniques for
still or moving images

Average data record size
(algorithm-dependent)

Differences in a person’s 
feature records are mainly
due to variations in the 
user’s position or varying
lighting conditions

Non-invasive (surveillance
camera) and natural,
“big brother” surveillance 
scenario can cause 
acceptance problems,
especially when integrated
in a moving image system
that automatically tracks the
person to be identified

Lighting conditions are
crucial

Natural integration in
camera-integrated scenarios
(multimedia PCs,ATMs)

Life test in the form of
three-dimensional image
processing or evaluation of
the reflectance
characteristics of human
skin etc. must be employed
to counteract imitations
using images, videos,
artificial heads, etc.

3 German, 4 American 
vendors

Midrange price

Verification
of hand 
geometry
Cameras

Comparison of geometric
finger or hand characteristics,
e.g. length, width, thickness
of fingers (based on the
stability of geometrical
relations after childhood)
and skin features (palm
print) with corresponding
reference measurements

Small data record 
(only 9 bytes for pure hand
geometry template)

Incorrect hand positioning
in acquisition devices can
lead to variable hand
characteristics; problems
with hands that are too large
or too small

Possible acceptance 
problems due to hygiene
considerations

Reliable in numerous field
trials, successfully deployed
in the 1996 Olympics in
Atlanta

Obvious candidate for 
integration with fingerprint
systems

Life test necessary to
prevent imitations using
artificial hands

1 vendor hand, 1 vendor
two-finger, 8 vendors palm
prints

Expensive

Analysis 
of typing 
dynamics
Keyboard

Analysis of personal typing
rhythm

Medium-sized data record

Typing rhythm is 
keyboard- and 
emotion-dependent

Permanent keyboard 
monitoring enables 
surveillance

Maximum attributes of a
personal rhythm only with
experienced typists with
characteristic typing habits

Natural application in 
computer (office) scenarios

1 research prototype only,
1 American vendor, no 
reliability data known

Biometric Systems Overview 

Table 2.1: Biometric systems overview
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Dynamic signature
verification

Cheap standard CAD-type pen tablets or
special solutions (tablets for normal pens,
pressure and acceleration pens, etc.)

Comparison of the dynamic characteristics
of signatures - such as speed, pressure,
acceleration - using signal processing/
pattern recognition algorithms

Small to medium-sized data record 
(depending on the chosen algorithmic
principle)

Differences in the feature records due to
the natural variability of signatures

High level of acceptance in the literate
environment

Reliable in the literate environment, lower
performance when less dynamic features
such as crosses or initials are used instead 
of signatures

Positive field trials in (partially) monitored
scenarios (mail and welfare in UK)
Designated for identification in electronic
commerce or access to electronic transactions

Natural life test is integrated into 
approach, since no two signatures are 
absolutely identical, signature process 
requires human action

Several vendors

Cheap 

Speaker 
verification

Microphone

Comparison of text-depen-
dent or text-independent
digital speech samples based
on person’s characteristic
voice features

Small to medium-sized data
record (depending on the
chosen algorithmic principle)

Variability of original data
caused by natural variability
of speech, possibly 
reinforced by temporary
voice variations 
(e.g. due to sickness)

Distance verification via
telephone or Internet is
possible in principle, though
problems with background
noise and line noise must 
be considered

Life test necessary to 
prevent deception using
voice recordings 
(e.g. text-prompted)

Various vendors

Cheap

Retina scan

Infrared laser

Optical scanning of blood
vessels and comparison
based on size, position and
pattern

Small data record size

Variations possible due to
fatigue or temperature

Serious acceptance problems
due to health considerations
(light into eye, invasive
focusing)

Low error rates with precise
focusing

Life test to counter fake
retinas

1 vendor

Expensive

Iris scan

Video camera

Comparison of iris patterns
using spacing calculations on
iris codes

Small data record size

Very low error rates in 
theory due to uniqueness 
of iris patterns2

Acceptance problems 
possible as method is 
perceived as invasive

Image-based method,
therefore light-dependent

Some installations in 
high-security areas in the
USA, field trials in ATMs of 
European banks Complex
human-computer interface
Systems still relatively large
despite miniaturization
achieved

Life test to prevent fake 
irises

1 vendor and 1 development
licensee

Expensive

2 Statistical 

probability 

for two identical 

iris patterns 

(estimated):

1:1052.
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Current Issues
and Outlook

An overview on important current

issues in the biometric field is

explained here in more detail.

Multiple 
Biometrics

Multiple biometr ics, also called

multimodal biometrics or layered

biometrics, denotes a system that is

composed of different biometric

subsystems to draw the identity

decision. In the sense of computer

vision the issue is well defined and has

been pursued for a long time already,

referred to as fusion or multi-modal

classifiers.The classification result is

not based on a single feature set, but

rather on the combination of several,

desirably orthogonal sets.

Multi-modal classification can be

achieved on several levels by

•Combining the original 

acquisition data sets 

(called sensor fusion)

•Combining the intermediate 

feature set to establish a 

combined feature set for 

a single classifier

•Or by combining the single 

decisions at the decision level.

The pros and cons are currently being

heavily discussed, and certainly a non-

optimal combination strategy could

result in a weak combined system.

On the other hand, imaging has shown

many successful examples of sensor

fusion, and in this sense a multiple

biometric system does not only offer

higher security - also against fakes -,

but simultaneously more convenience,

flexibility and a higher population

coverage by enabling different

biometric systems for different users

or different situations.

Technofile 1
Except from rather simple decision

level combinations by certain strategies

such as majority vote, winner takes all

or weighted summing a thorough

analysis of the integration level and

strategies remains to be seen from the

future.

Biometric
System 
Security 

Dealing with security of systems 

that integrate a biometric component

demands a careful analysis of the

security issues. Only some issues are

inherently due to the specifics of

biometrics (and ways to access those

have been presented earlier in this

article). Measures that must be taken

from the biometric side - such as hill-

climbing prevention and fake detection

- must be implemented, but a big 

part is due to standard, often

distributed system design.Thus the

security architecture of the overall

system has to be thoroughly designed.

The biometric products must be

constructed in such a way that they do

not hinder overall security integration.

With respect to data security, it has to

be kept in mind that biometric data is

personal data,which needs safe storage

to prevent data protection and privacy

issues.

A taxonomy of attacks and their

countermeasures is given in the table

4.1, biometric specific attacks are

denoted in dark shading, the system

attacks in light shading.

Applying 
Biometric
Systems

It is well known that the performance

of the same biometric system can differ

greatly when utilized in different

application scenarios.This implies that

especially error rates can differ by an

order of magnitude depending on

whether the system is utilized in a

Technical 
Evaluation of
Biometric
Systems

The evaluation of biometric systems

is crucial both for developers

attempting to improve the systems as

well as integrators and end users eager

to select the most suitable system for

their purposes.

Generally, three different evaluation

aspects can be distinguished:

•Legislative factors analyzing 

legal implications of the 

application of the system,

•Application- and product-

related characteristics of the 

questioned biometrics,

describing product- and 

integration issues for the 

targeted application scenario,

•System-oriented factors,

which describe the technical 

performance of the system.

In most cases these evaluation

criteria cannot be treated indepen-

dently of one another. They may 

reciprocally influence each other or

overlap. For instance, the time required

for verification by a system not only

describes a system characteristic but is

also relevant to its acceptance and

application.An introduction to aspects

in the three evaluation areas is now

given below.

For a detailed description of the technical

evaluation of biometric systems, the reader is

referred to [Wi98], to the work of the US

biometrics test center [BC], [NBTC] or to the

“Best Practices of Biometrics Testing” at the AfB

website [AfB]; for an exhaustive presentation of

the application and data privacy aspects in

particular, see the results of the European BioTest

project [Bio97] or the criteria catalog of TeleTrusT

Working Group AG 6 [Te98].
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Technofile 1
controlled and optimized scenario or

in contrast in an uncontrolled scenario

with high variability’s introduced into

the biometric data.The performance

of the same biometric subsystem being

used on the one hand in a computer

mouse, on the other hand in some

public access panel can be assumed to

differ. In the mouse scenario the user

uses the device on a regular basis, and

user adaptation to the device can be

assumed to happen to a much greater

extent than in the latter scenario.Thus

system integration of the same basic

biometric subsystem might demand

different integration measures,especially

from the user-interface point of view.

Table 4.2: Taxonomy of 

biometric application scenarios

The following taxonomy of bio-

metr ic application scenar ios is 

well-known in the biometric field, and

as a matter of fact biometrics

perform best for application scenarios

in the left column:

Let us summarize the reasons for

this:The pattern recognition task is a

hard problem in the case of biometrics,

since biometric data is statistical data,

typically drawn from too few

examples.Test patterns in use are never

identical due to variability in the

biometric data itself as well as the

variability generated by the user

interface.Thus match values are never

the same. Furthermore, biometric

features are derived from living

organisms, and thus underlie changes

due to acquisition, profession and

activities. Still, the decision of the

biometric system shall be reliable over

time.

Thus, optimizing biometric system

performance means adapting the

system carefully to the application

constraints. Quality of the acquisition

data must be enforced, and the user

interface must be made as simple and

efficient as possible to support this.

A special focus here has to be given to

the enrollment, since a bad enrollment

can deteriorate system performance

irreversibly. From the human-machine

interface point of view it must be

concentrated on the user perspective

for ergonomics, user response and

consistency.An ergonomic design-in

of the acquisition device is a must that

reduces original data variability

significantly.

Privacy

The existence of potential privacy

concerns with biometrics has led 

to some discussions on whether

biometrics is a privacy-enhancing or

privacy-threatening technology.

Sensational journalism might increase

fear of a technology that could also

solve security and identification

problems that exist and will even grow

in a world of e-commerce. It is the end

users for example, that will demand a

non-disputable means of identification

to protect themselves against identity

theft as well as private data from

unauthorized access.

A central question is the definition

of privacy in the context of biometrics,

which is answered for example by

[Wo99], a leading specialist on privacy

issues in biometrics: the central issue

is whether a user has full control over

his data, meaning that he knows why,

when, and for what a once submitted

biometric identifier is used.Though

this possible non-intended reuse is not

unique to biometrics, the fear stems

from the fact that biometric

information represents more personal

data than a mere social secur ity

number.Thus a biometric identifier

then would offer a far more dangerous

social security number. A special

concern stems from the kind of data.

It is possible to re-use this data for

purposes other than the intended

identification, since from some

biometric data for example medical

information could be computed and

revealed to secondary pr ivate

commercial or even government

systems.A fairly thorough analysis of

all possible threats is given in [Wo99].

The privacy concerns in

conjunction with biometrics can thus

be summarized as:

•Unauthorized access to 

biometric data

•Unauthorized disclosure of 

biometric data to third parties

•Use of biometric data for 

other than intended purpose

•Collection of biometric data 

without the knowledge of the

individual

Thus,meeting the relevant privacy and

data protection requirements is crucial

to the market success of biometric

systems. This concern led to the

formation of the IBIA (International

Biometric Industry Organization)

[IBIA], a non-profit-oriented orga-

nization dealing with aspects of data

protection and ID systems used in

biometric systems, particularly from

the consumer viewpoint.

Guaranteeing compliance with

relevant privacy standards should be

included as part of the certification of

a biometr ic system. It must be

admitted though, that international

standards for guaranteeing the data

protection demands in the

employment of biometric systems do

Cooperative

Overt

Habituated

Supervised

Controlled

Environment

Non-

cooperative

Covert

Non-

habituated

Unsupervised

Uncontrolled
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Technofile 1
Testing and 
Certification 

Certification of biometric reliability is

a prerequisite for broad use of

biometrics in security areas.

The manufacturers mostly conduct

biometric tests behind closed doors.

The Biometric Test Center at San Jose

University [BC] is recognized in the

USA, while a European test center

resulting from the European ESPRIT

project Biotest [BIO97] did not

become operational. The British

National Physics Laboratory serves UK

government; the German Teletrust is

working on a criteria set for the

evaluation of biometric systems.

Biometric testing is a current focal

point of the biometric group of the

German Teletrust [Tel].

But there exists no binding

standardized testing procedure, and

there is currently no international

certification standard.

The ICSA certificate required an EER

less than 3% on the basis of a test

involving 300 individuals.While being

more of a functional test, the certificate

is not issued any more.

Biometric
Smartcard
Security

Electronic POS systems, automated

teller machines, credit cards, cash cards,

service cards, telephone cards - the

range of smartcard applications 

is growing all the time. Protecting a

smartcard against misuse entails

identification of the user in relation to

the card before any action is initiated.

Successful authentication of the owner

is required before the actual smartcard

applications are released for use.

The weak link in smartcard security,

however, is security based on a PIN.

Multifunctional smartcards represent

a new stage in the possibilities of

miniaturized information processing

for everyone.The final goal here - as

with the PIN - is to integrate all the

not yet exist. On the other hand this

is mostly a question of data protection

design in distributed systems, which

obviously must be employed on

biometric systems as well.

[Pro00] suggests that a data

protection conform usage of

biometrics should imply that the

biometric data storage is in the

possession and under the control of

the user through storage of the crypted

reference data on a smartcard.

Properly applied, biometrics can

increase the security of the citizen in

terms of data privacy. On the other

hand, frivolous treatment of the

possible legal and data privacy

implications of employing biometric

techniques can delay or prevent

widespread deployment. However,

legal questions can also make the use

of biometric techniques necessary to

protect the individual.3

To achieve pr ivacy, biometr ic 

system and application design must

supplement laws by active protection

of biometric databases. Most issues 

are within the responsibility of the

application. The biometric system

components as well as involved

standards or frameworks must support

this overall system security.

Biometric 
Standardiza-
tion

Standards are market enablers as well

as a sign of industry maturity.

They foster widespread usage of 

a technology by facilitating the

integration into existing applications,

reducing time-to-market and the risk

of individual applications. Standards

offer standardized interfaces to existing

technology and thus facilitate

interoperability & interchangeability

of the technologies involved.

With respect to biometrics, several

levels of standardization have to be

involved, and special attention must be

paid to their interoperability.

These standards will be discussed in

further depth in a seperate article next issue.

Fake at the sensor

The respective sensor is faked with an artificial

biometrics, such as a faked finger, the photograph of a

person or a voice recording.

The biometric component to secure against these

attacks is the biometric life detection module.

Man-in-the Middle Attacks at
all communication channels

Spoofing communication channels is an attack common

to all distributed systems. Countermeasures are classical

cryptographic measures to prevent from the replay

attacks (cryptography and digital signatures).

Attacks on 
the biometric data

Accessing the biometric user data can be secured by

classical cryptographic measures to prevent from 

the replay attacks (cryptography and digital signatures).

Attacks on 
the biometric algorithms

Accessing the biometric algorithms to act as viruses

can be prevented by an integrity protocol and classical

cryptographic measures.

Biometric Attacks
(Hillclimbing, exploiting low-security modes)

Hillclimbing is a pattern recognition method, that allows

guessing the reference data, by successively changing the

input features as to provide a more and more accurate

match. For a good enough match thus a good guess to

the reference data could be made without attacking

biometrics data directly.A prerequisite for that is of course

the possibility to spoof the communication channels.

A biometric countermeasure is to have the

biometric algorithms to return the match scores only

as step functions.

Table 4.1: Attacks to biometric systems

3 On the protection of personal data, see also the EU Data 

Protection Directive (http://www2.echo.lu/legal/de/

datenschutz/datensch.html). Its repercussions on biometrics 

are briefly described by Woodward and Roethenbaugh 

(Fact Sheet on the European Union Privacy Directive,

http://www.dss.state.ct.us/digital/eupriv.html).



biometrics, data storage and processing

into the smartcard.Thus the benefits

of smartcards and biometrics can 

be combined to result in systems 

that achieve higher security while

simultaneously enlarging the ease of

use of those systems as well.

Initial solutions using speaker

verification techniques on smart-

card processors (in the European

CASCADE project) show that this is 

in principle feasible.

Several steps can be taken towards

achieving the biometric system on card:

• Integration of the sensor 

into the smart card.

The sensors must be small and

flexible enough to meet the

current smartcard standards.

Miniaturization of the sensors

(film sensors for signatures, small

fingerprint sensors, microphones

and cameras) makes this appear

realistic in the next 1 to 2 years.

The advantage of integrating the

sensor into the card allows that

the existing infra-structure need

not be changed, and thus leads 

to an immediate integration of

biometrics into existing smartcard

applications.

Technofile 1
• Storage of biometric data on

card.

The benefit of storing the 

bio-metric data on the card is

two-fold. On one hand, this is an

apparent method to enable data

protection in the use of biometric

systems. Furthermore, storing the

data on the card is a way to enable

local applications that do not

demand access to a server.

Basically for all biometric system

types, systems can be found that

use small data sets. The capacity

of memory devices is constantly

increasing. It should be pointed

out, however, that with multi-

application smartcards the storage

is not available to the biometric

application only.

• Matching on Card and 

Processing on Card.

The first step is to put the

recognition, the matching on the

chipcard processor. In the

sequence of processing steps, this

is the least computationally

demanding step, and in principle,

suitable systems can be imple-

mented on 8- to 16-bit

controllers.The advantage of

doing the matching on card is,

that together with the storage of

biometric data on card, a significant

step in data protection and security

can beachieved, since the biometric

reference data does not have to

leave the card anymore. Higher

authentication rates could possibly

be achieved with more powerful

micro processors already

announced in the smartcard sector.

For fingerprint systems cards 

that perform on-card matching 

have been shown from several

companies recently.With more

powerful chipcard processors a PC-

comparable matching performance

can probably be achieved.

The last step consists in the

complete system on card,which means

that also the computational expensive

enrollment must be ported to the

chipcard processor.Multichip solutions

with additional digital signal processor

or biometric add-on processor (similar

to today’s cryptoprocessors) are also

conceivable as a migration route.

Summary

The market and also the growing number of applications of

biometric systems show that it is no longer a question - as in

the early days - of the technology-oriented search for the “best”

biometric, but of the application- and solution-oriented

integration of biometric techniques into integrated security

strategies of existing applications.The application dictates the

choice of biometrics:The disadvantage of a biometric in one

scenario can be its advantage in a different one. Promising

examples exist of functionally viable total systems with a level

of security that would not be possible without biometrics. Not

just the technology - sensors and techniques - has improved

significantly over the last several years; the solution-oriented

view, standardization and certification efforts are also smoothing

the way to widespread market success by allowing standardized

integration capability and verifiable quality.The goal must now

be the adoption of international standards and extensive testing

in target application areas such as smartcards.
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Technofile 2

Until recently, chip card applications

had to live in an extremely barren

environment. In the early eighties the

first applications were implemented

on the basis of those smart card 

controllers which were available on

the market: 8-bit processors such as 

the Intel 8051 or Motorola HC05,

equipped with very small memories

and few peripheral components.

For many years the memory carrying

the program code was approximately

10 KByte large, the maximum memory

available for volatile data was 256 Bytes

and non-volatile application data had

to fit into 4 KBytes of EEPROM.

Running at a typical clock speed 

of 3.5 MHz the performance of the

CPU could not be expected to set

any records, while at the same time

the typical peripherals that support 

a CPU such as timers or UARTs 

for data communication were 

left out. Thus, the computational

performance remaining for the

application was negligible.

The memory model of these

processors was the simplest model

imagin-able: the CPU directly accesses

the physical addresses of all memories

(ROM, RAM, non-volatile memory)

and peripheral components on the

chip. So, every program code that was

executed on the chip card had full

access to all resources (see Fig.1)

This situation arose

for two reasons.

On one hand, typi-

cally spending the

biggest part of its

lifetime in some-

body’s wallet, a

smart card IC had

to withstand high mechanical loads.

And on the other hand, due to ISO

stability requirements the maximum

size of a smart card chip is 25 mm2 and

silicon manufacturers have always tried

to stay noticeably below this limit to

increase the reliability of their devices.

Since the price for an integrated circuit

increases linearly with its size, all

functionality that the applications could

dispense with had to be dropped.

The scarce resources of these hardware

platforms set tight limits to the

development of operating

systems and applications.

In order to make optimal

use of the available

memory all software had

to be developed in

assembly language.As the

program code generated

by a high-level language

compiler is at least 50%

larger than handwritten assembler

code, not forgetting that the RAM

consumption is significantly higher,

the usage of high-level languages was

not an option.

Even if an operating system had been

entirely developed in assembly language

only the minimum functionality

required for the application would

have fitted into the memories of 

such a smart card IC. Consequently,

during the first ten years the “operating

systems” implemented on chip card

processors did not fulfill the classical

definition of an operating system.The

program code in the ROM was

Chip Card Applications
Find A New Life 

in a 32-Bit World.

By Stephan Ondrusch

Infineon Technologies AG

Chip card applications have spent years in a world where their 
functionality was a dictate of the 8-Bit controller. This is all about to
change for the better as the 32-Bit controllers make their 
appearance on the Smartcard scene.

Fig.1: Typical

memory

model of a

chip card

CPU with 

8051-based 

architecture.
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Technofile 2
tailored to support one single

application, which was fixed during

the production of the chip.

The development of corresponding

business models and markets followed

these technical circumstances. The

operating system and application had

to be ordered from a single provider

who, in addition, was usually the

integrator for the whole system.The

software would be monolithically

integrated in one piece, offering the

specified functionality but a change of

requirements normally meant new

development - and new production.

Consequently, the function of the

system was limited to one single

application and it was irreversibly

determined after distribution. Leaving

the user without any sort of control of

the functionality.

In the nineties the memories available

on a chip card grew along with the

technical progress in semiconductor

technology. ROM reached a size of 

up to 32 KByte, RAM more than 

1 KByte, and non-volatile memory 

(in EEPROM technology) grew to 

an extent of 16 KByte and more 

(see Fig. 2). With that, it became

feasible to implement an operating

system almost entirely in the high level

language C. Only timing critical parts,

e.g. external communication or

programming of EEPROM, still had

to be coded in assembly language.

Furthermore, the increase in memory

allowed a structured and modular

design of the program code.

Application and operating system

could be separated; parts of the code

could even be stored in non-volatile

memory. Thus, to a certain degree

functionality could be configured and

modified post-production.

However, despite these improvements

in practice nothing had changed from

the user’s point of view.Their chip card

still offered them one single application

per card, which could not be changed

during the lifetime of the card.The

decisive technical being that while the

memory sizes did increase dramatically,

two other components remained

unchanged throughout: the CPU and

the memory model.

For almost twenty years, 8-bit

processors marked the state-of-the-art

in smart card IC design because they

represented the ideal compromise

between needed functionality and

affordable chip size.The performance

requirements of a traditional chip card

application were pretty low. Its tasks

basically include the moving and

processing of a few tens of bytes 

and communication with data rates 

of about 9600 bit/s - something that

can easily be managed by an 8-bit

processor.The only exception being

the computation of cryptographic

algorithms. In particular, public-key

algorithms are highly performance

consuming due to their long operands

(1024 bit and beyond). However, in

the chip card industry this problem

was not solved by means of stronger

CPUs but by employing specialized

coprocessors, which can do the job

with smaller consumption of electric

current and silicon area compared to

a general purpose CPU.

Still, other requirements could not be

met this way.For instance, an advanced

chip card application might want to

compress data for transmission or

storage. Or it might be necessary to

compute a biometric verification on

the chip card. It is obvious that an 

8-bit processor was unable to perform

such an operation - particularly if 

you consider the frequency range chip

card processors are designed for:

5 to 10 MHz.And in this case the use

of a dedicated coprocessor was not a

viable solution due to the nature of

the computations and as such would

mean implementing an additional

complete CPU.

Another problem of simple 8-bit

CPUs is that their architecture is not

designed for multitasking meaning 

it is not possible to switch rapidly 

between various processes that are to

run in parallel on the chip.As a result,

solutions for the design of a modern

operating system are not available using

8-bit procesors. Consquently, the

multitude of peripheral components

(e.g.UARTs, coprocessors or random

number generators), which have

meanwhile been integrated in a typical

chip card controller, could not be

employed optimally. Their

performance cannot be used

in parallel, as the CPU has

to permanently drive each

module actively. On the

other hand, to increase the

security of the application

it would be desirable to

have dedicated protective

processes run in parallel 

to the actual application

Fig. 2: From the SLE 44C200

to the SLE 66CX160S – 

an example for the progress 

of chip card controllers.

The table depicts the ratio 

of chip size (shaded area) 

and functionality (length 

of columns equivalent 

to memory size or length 

of crypto operands).
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processes continuously monitoring the operating

conditions of the system.Taking into consideration

the time an 8-bit processor needs for a context switch

this concept turns out to be completely unfeasible.

Multitasking – Then.

Beside these disadvantages, (which are invisible under

the surface of the chip card IC) the lack of multitasking

capability was clearly demonstrated in the missing 

versatility of the card - something that the user would

notice very quickly. A simultaneous operation of 

different applications was impracticable. For example,

during a mobile phone call the user could not use their

electronic purse on the card to pay the service 

provider they are calling. Such a service fails from the

very beginning because there was no possibility to get

both applications onto the card itself.

The dated memory model that is still being used by

the processor in the chip card primarily causes

restrictions such as these.As every program code on

the card has free access to all memories, no provider of

a chip card application will allow a second application

installed beside theirs.This would mean taking the risk

of the code and data of their application being

manipulated at will. For example, a pirate GSM

application might re-credit the balance of the electronic

purse in regular intervals (see Fig.3).

Under these circumstances a peaceful coexistence of

several applications can only be guaranteed if they all

come from a single source.A best-case scenario would

be one where a single company, which has designed

the operating system, also designs the applications

themselves in order to rule out the possibility of

Technofile 2

Fig.3:

Consequences of the

simple memory

model – applications

cannot be separated.
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corruption of their operating system

from other applications they have 

no control over.This means that in

such a “multiapplication system” the

available functionality depends on 

the number of service providers that

can be united organizationally and

technically.This solution however, can

hardly be called an open system and

the problem remains of the end user

having no control of the functionality

of their card.

Multitasking –
Now.

However, this situation is about 

to change.Various semiconductor

companies are designing 32-bit

processors for the use in chip cards,

some of which are to be introduced

into the market this year. The

availability of these processors will 

offer a hardware platform to the

application designer, which can be

compared to a simple PC. For the

first time it will be possible to

execute complex algor ithms such 

as biometric verification or data

compression on a chip card.

Of course, this also holds true 

for public-key cryptography. So, it 

becomes possible to save the silicon

area so far needed for a dedicated

coprocessor. In practice, this is likely

to remain an exception rather than 

a rule, because a general purpose 

CPU will always compute modular

arithmetic far less energy efficiently in

comparison to a coprocessor that is

specialized in this task. In addition, a

coprocessor can be hardened much

more effectively against powerful

attacks that have been developed in

the last years, based on the analysis of

the current consumption of the chip

(e.g.Differential Power Analysis).These

challenges have to be weighed against

an advantage in silicon area,which has

become negligible at the age of quarter

micron technologies, when the

modular coprocessors originally

designed for 1µm technology can be

realized in less than 0.5 mm2.

Apart from these new algorithmic

possibilities the operating system itself

will also profit from the new high-

performance architectures. Most of 

all this is a consequence of the fast

context switch that has been described

above. Now the frequent switching

between two processes does not lead

to a dramatic loss of performance any

more. Peripheral modules driven by

interrupt can run at their 

maximum performance (see Fig. 4),

supervising processes can monitor

system integrity in parallel and the

switch between two applications is

done in a few processor cycles – at 

least in theory.

All these benefits remain mere theory

because in the chip card world a fast

context switch alone is not sufficient

for the parallel operation of several

applications and thus for a real multi-

application card.As mentioned earlier,

a processor with a simple memory

model cannot guarantee the integrity

of an application as soon as the code

of a second one is started - independent

of the first one being active or just

being installed in non-volatile

memory. Since every application code

has access to all resources on the chip,

it can manipulate all other applications

and the operating system at will.

As this means that an application

cannot be permitted to execute native

program code in the processor the

only way out is to interpret the

application code. To that end, an

interpreter has to be implemented 

as a part of the operating system

reading the code of the application,

instruction by instruction

and executing it in a

controlled way.Above all,

before accessing any

memory it has to be

verified whether this is

allowed for the appli-

cation in the current

context.This ensures the integrity of

the applications and realizes a chip card

with several applications coming from

different sources.

However, the large disadvantage of 

this solution becomes apparent:The

interpreted code is executed by means

of software rather than being processed

directly in the CPU. Hence, the

processing speed decreases drastically.

Interpreted code is typically ten to

twenty times slower than native code.

So, in terms of performance we are

back in the 8-bit era and the amazing

possibilities of the 32-bit CPU appear

to have vanished.

Another important benefit of

individual address spaces is that

memory can easily be reused if an

application is removed from the card.

As the virtual addresses of the

applications remain unaffected at 

all times, every application is 

relocatable by definition (see Fig. 6).

At any time the user can decide to

uninstall functionalities freeing

memory for the download of others.

Just like in the PC environment the

Technofile 2

Fig.4: Example for the parallel

operation of peripherals.

A command is received from

the outside world, deciphered,

data are written into non-

volatile memory and an 

encrypted response is sent.
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And because these applications can be executed directly

in native code they can benefit from the full

performance of the processor.

A memory model which fulfills all these requirements

regarding the separation of processes is Protected Virtual

Memory - the core architectural feature of the 

new family of chip card controllers introduced by 

Infineon Technologies: the 88 series.Virtual memory

assigns an individual address space for each process that

can entirely be configured according to the needs of

the process. Each process gets their private area that is

protected by hardware from access from other processes.

Now an application only has to trust in the integrity

of the operating system. This also means that the

operating system of the card and the application can

have separate security certifications.As soon as the two

are combined in one card, the whole application will

have the security level of the combined implementations

regardless of any pirate code that might also be installed

or active (see Fig. 5).

Analogously, it has to be possible that an application

provides a part of its functions to a second application

in a controlled way. For example, an electronic purse

could be used by the applications of different banks.

In both cases, Protected Virtual Memory helps to

overcome the obvious security implications as well as

user can adapt the system according to their personal

needs because their card just became an open and

secure platform.

Protected Virtual Memory can do even more than a

mere separation of processes. It also provides all means

necessary for an optimized cooperation of processes -

a prerequisite for effective multitasking. For instance,

installing a number of purely autonomous applications

will effect that typical code sequences will be stored

on the card several times. Each application designed in

a high level language will contain a similar extract of

the respective library functions. It would be more

efficient to store this code on the card only once and

allow the applications to share access to it - comparable

to a Windows system on a PC.

The only way to use a 32-bit CPU effectively is combi-

ning it with an appropriate memory model. Most

importantly this memory model has to guarantee that

individual resources (memory, peripherals) are assigned

to each process and to put an end to any access outside

this private space.This will allow different applications

to be installed and run in parallel on one card.

Application

Operating System

CERTIFIED

CERTIFIED

! DANGER !

Fig.5: Independently certified application and

operating system build a secure combination.

Operating System Operating System

App.
A

Oh

Oh

3FFh

1A3C7h 1A3C7h

3FFh482h 482h7B2h

Oh

Oh Oh Oh Oh

App.
B

App.
C

App.
A

App.
C

Free
Memory

Fig. 6: Removing an application.Virtual

addresses remain fixed - independent of the

physical location of the individual address space.
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organizational difficulties. It allows for a fast and secure

access to shared memories providing all mechanisms

necessary to have several processes not just running in

parallel but also interacting with each other (see Fig. 7).

All operations are permanently controlled by hardware,

which will immediately stop any process exceeding its

limits, and activate the operating system.The switch

between two processes is also supported by hardware

and requires no software activity any more.Thus, the

applications profit from the full performance of the

CPU and real multitasking is possible.As a result the

lead product of the 88 series, the SLE 88CX640S, will

be the first hardware platform for true open 

multiapplication systems on chip cards. It offers the

possibility to realize software architectures on a smart

card that have so far only been realized on PCs 

(see Fig. 8). So it can be expected that this will have 

dramatic effects on both the applications that can be 

developed in the future and the business models 

within the chip card market today.

Operating System

NVM

ROM

Electronic
Purse

C-
Runtime
Library

GSM
Libray

Bank1

Bank 2

Bank 3

GSM1

GSM2

GSM3

Fig. 8: Schematic diagram of an exemplary

memory partitioning using Protected Virtual

Memory.The applications coming from 

different sources share various libraries but are

separated securely.

Application A

Shared
Data

Shared
Code

(Library)

Private
Data

Private
Code

Private
Data

Private
Code

Application B

Fig.7: Process separation and process 

communication secured by Protected Virtual

Memory.
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Only by using additional security

hardware a PC can become really

safe. Whenever data needs to be

stored in an encrypted format on 

a hard disk and fast access is

mandatory or whenever confiden-

tial data needs to be transported

over the Internet in such a way that

nobody can intercept and read it –

Infineon Technologies is there 

to provide the relevant security ICs.

The following article covers an

introduction to the basic challenges

in the data security sector 

and explores several solutions 

to resolve these problems.

Our world has changed drastically, particularly in the

area of the Internet. However, the really big Internet

boom is yet to come. Besides classic e-commerce 

(trading via the Internet), which is currently only in its

initial phase, a multitude of applications in the data

communications sector, especially used by big 

corporations, are currently evolving in the new 

Digital World.The key ones being:

E-Commerce:

• B2B: Business to Business; data 

communication between companies

• B2C: Business to Consumer/Customer;

data communication between a company 

and a consumer.This includes e-commerce 

in the classical way such as shopping in an

Internet bookstore as well as downloads from 

the Internet.The contents of the data down-

loaded can be very versatile and rang from

software via music data (in most cases in 

the MP3 format) to Pay TV.When e-com

merce is operated from a mobile phone it 

is referred to as m-commerce.

• G2G: Government to Government; data

communication between different parts of 

a government and/or the public administration

• G2C: Government to Citizen: data

communication between a government and 

a citizen such as tax declaration online,

registration of a car, or applying for planning 

or building permission

Private Data 
Communication:

• VPN:Virtual Private Network is a high-speed

link between two locations of a company.

Once the connection is set up, only large

packets of data will be exchanged; however,

the number of simultaneous users remains

almost constant.

• VPA:Virtual Private Access (also called

Remote Access).With VPA, for example, an

employee on a business trip unequivocally

identifies himself or herself to be an

authorized user of the company network.

The employee is then able to access the

company network, say from a hotel room,

in the same way as if they were at their

desk within the company building.

Technofile 3
Security Chips 

for the
Information Age

By Thomas Rosteck, 
Infineon Technologies AG
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To make these applications possible, a

high degree of data security is needed

because business data, as well as

personal data, can have a significant

commercial value. In business commu-

nication, intangible goods such as

software,music, images, IP etc. are often

sent over the networks. Many press

reports within the last year clearly

show how easy it is for hackers to 

get access to customer’s credit card

numbers or other confidential data due

to security gaps.This lack of  security

has, up to now, been blamed as 

the main reason for the growth of

commercial, interactive Internet 

activities not reaching its forecasted

levels – especially in Europe.

In the age of globalization and in-

creasing mobility, the slogan “Access

anywhere – anytime” has become

more than just a slogan. A crucial 

factor for the survival of all companies

is, however, that only authorized 

persons communicate on behalf of the

company or the relevant department,

so that confidential data remains just

that – confidential.Therefore, many

applications, which are technically

feasible, cannot be used in daily

business without the correct security

mechanisms: the security risk to the

user is out of all proportion to the

benefit of the application.

Security is often used as the synonym

for “encryption”. However, the field

of data security is more complex and

covers four general areas:

1. Authentication

2. Data Integrity

3. Confidentiality (Privacy)

4. Availability

1) Authentication

Whenever two partners A and B

communicate, they have to assure

themselves that A really does commu-

nicate with B rather than with C, an

unknown third person who pretends

to be B and vice versa. After all,

nobody wants an unauthorized

Internet user to gain access to their

bank account simply by pretending,

over the Internet, to be them and by

using their name. On the other hand,

every user of home banking services

wants to be assured that he or she

really is communicating with their

bank rather than with someone else.

Therefore, for commercial applications,

unquestionable identification and

authentication are vital. In our daily

lives, a passport or an identity card can

be used in order to identify a person.

In the computer sector, passwords are

currently used for identification but

this is already changing with chip cards

or biometric data, such as fingerprint

or iris recognition, being used instead,

to validate identity.

Technofile 3
2) Data Integrity

Once the two communicating

partners, A and B, have identified

themselves, they have to assure

themselves that the data A sends to B 

arrives at B in the same state that 

A sent it and vice versa.

Over the Internet, it is possible that

there is a third party - lets call him a

‘Man-in-the-middle’. He locates

himself logically between A and B

once the authentication of A and B

has been completed. Just trusting that

A is really A and that B is really B is

not enough, even though the

authentication might have been

successful. Let’s go back to the home

banking example where the bank A

knows that it communicates with its 

customer B. If the man-in-the-

middle intercepts and catches the 

data streams, he will be able to 

manipulate the data in any way to his

own benefit.

In this example, the customer might

want to handle an electronic money

transfer transaction worth $100 in

order to pay a credit card bill online.

The man-in-the-middle will stop the

transaction, change it and send the

manipulated transaction data to the

bank such as a $10,000 transfer to his

own account rather than to the credit

card company.At this point in time,

the customer has no possibility at all

of recognizing the fraud. When 

communicating with the bank, the

man-in-the-middle owns all the 

relevant data resulting in the bank

accepting the transaction as valid.

There are, however, technical and

cryptographic means to establish a

security level to ensure that the

customer’s data was transmitted 

correctly to the bank and that the

confirmation data was correctly sent

back to the customer. Any attempt 

to manipulate the data by the 

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV



stolen, the consequences can be very

damaging if the data is not stored in a

really secure way on the hard disk.

4) Availability

Another important security aspect is

availability because today we are as

dependent on our data networks as we

are dependent on the power supply.

Even if a network connection is

disturbed for just a short period of

time, the consequences can be severe.

For example, if a customer cannot do

a financial stock market transaction at

a specific point of time, he may have

significant financial losses and, if 

an Internet mail order company 

is disconnected from its customers,

it will automatically suffer a loss 

of revenue.

How to solve 
the problem

By using suitable security algorithms

in combination with an appropriate

secure hardware architecture, all 

the safety requirements in terms of

authentication, data integrity and

confidentiality can be fulfilled. All 

these security algorithms are based on

the use of digital keys that need to 

be protected. During encryption,

symmetric or asymmetric procedures

can be used.

In asymmetric procedures - also known

as the Public Key procedure - you use

a publicly known key of the person

you are going to communicate with,

i.e. the recipient, for encryption.

Using the corresponding secret Private

Key of the intended recipient can 

then only decrypt this message.The

exchange of keys is limited to the

sending of the Public Keys, which is

not safety critical at all.

Beside the possibility of exchanging

keys individually between two parties

the use of Public Key Infrastructures

(PKI) is enhancing the convenience

and the trustworthiness. Main com-

ponent of the PKI is always a pair of

keys consisting of a Public Key and a

secret Private Key.Additionally, a trust

center (also called certification

authority) is required as well as the

required confidence in that trust

center.A trust center confirms that a

electronic identity (the certificate)

belongs to a certain person.Anyone

who wants to protect data according

to this method creates such a pair of

keys. He keeps the Private Key for

himself and passes on the Public Key

to the trust center that will verify and

certify (sign) this key.

As its name indicates, the Public Key

is available to the public just like a

phone number in the phone book

and, just as you can find a phone

number in a phone book, you can

request a user’s Public Key from the

trust center.The Private Key, however,

needs to be kept strictly confidential

like the PIN-code for your ATM card.

The PKI can be used for encryption/

decryption and for signing of the send

data. So the issues of authenticity,

data integrity, and confidentiality are

addressed.The limitation of Public

Key Algorithms however, is the

throughput of data that can be

reasonably encrypted.

Symmetric 
Algorithms

As the Public Key method requires

significant computing resources for a

relatively long period of time, the

encryption of the payload uses a faster

algorithm based on the use of

symmetric keys. With symmetric

algorithms, both sender and recipient

use the same key. In order to do so, this

key needs to be negotiated between

these two in a way that no unauthori-

zed “listener” is able to get to know

the key. Using asymmetric encryption

Technofile 3
man-in-the-middle would therefore

be unsuccessful.

3) Confidentiality, 
Secrecy and Privacy

These are applications for classic

encryption. By applying appropriate

encryption methods, one can ensure

that the confidential data within the

intercepted data streams is not available

to third parties.

If, for example, an Internet user

submits his credit card data to an

online store B, a hacker will definitely

be able to intercept the transmitted

data, but, because of the encryption,

the hacker will not be able to

decipher the data, making the entire

interception useless.

However, even without network

connection, data encryption is an

important topic especially for local data

security. For example, usually not only

the notebooks of CEOs,managers and

consultants contain a lot of sensitive

data but also nearly every notebook

used for business purpose.This data

must under no circumstances become

available to unauthorized persons.

Whenever a notebook gets lost on one

of numerous business trips or - as it

appeared quite frequently within the

last year, e.g. at airports - is specifically

30
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can solve this.The advantage of the

symmetric algorithm is the high 

data rate at which the encryption can 

be performed.

The most well-know algorithms are

DES and 3DES.

The Key

The quality of encryption algorithms

should not rely on the fact that the

algorithm is kept secret. Algorithms

such as RSA and DES are public.

The confidentiality of the messages 

is dependent upon on keeping the keys

secret.

Therefore, the keys need to be 

protected in a very special way. It is

nearly impossible to prevent an

unauthorized person getting access to

your computer and reading your data,

but you can definitely prevent them

from getting access to the keys.

Whenever someone knows a person’s

keys and is able to work in the name

of this person, it is taken for granted

that the relevant person has performed

the proper steps - a situation which is

exceptionally dangerous, especially in

a world where Digital Signature is

becoming legally binding.

Due to the fact that digital keys are

normally not stolen but “only” copied,

it usually takes some time before the

theft of the key is noticed. Within this

time frame, a lot of unwanted actions

can happen. Therefore, every company

and every private person needs to

think about the consequences of keys

being stolen /copied.The encryption

of the data is simply a matter of

computing performance and time, so

keeping the keys really secret is a

science of its own.

Why Hardware
Encryption

To protect the keys which represents

the access to your IP, your privacy, or

- even more important - your Digital

Signature is the real challenge.

If the encryption or the signing is

realized in software it has to be

executed in the main processor of the

PC or the server.And this also means

that the keys have to be available in

this processor and it is here that a

possible security breach can occur.

One of the best features of a computer

is its open programmability, which is

also the reason for the high success of

PCs on the market. In fact, this means

that everyone will be able to program

the PC in the way they like it if 

they have the relevant knowledge.

The disadvantage of this universal

programmability is the possibility to

run programs the user quite often

doesn’t even know about. Some 

of them are dangerous - just think

about Viruses and Trojan Horses 

in this context.

And here is the problem: If you have

the key available in the processor, every

virus has access to it.

This is the most vulnerable part 

of software encryption because a

hacker could read the key out of the

PC and use it without authorization.

Once a hacker owns this key, he 

will be able to encrypt and decrypt

information intercepted outside the

system. The ‘I Love You’ virus has

shown how easy it is to manipulate

PCs.What are the benefits of high-

security locks at the door (encryption),

if you leave a window on the first

floor open (process the key within 

the PC processor)? 

Technofile 3
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Separate encryption hardware is

therefore mandatory for truly secure

encryption.While the key is transferred

to the data or, respectively, to the PC

processor during software encryption,

when-ever hardware encryption is

used, the data will be transported to

the key and this is securely stored

within specific security hardware.This

hardware has also the performance 

to execute the required security

algorithm at highest speed.Therefore,

nobody has access to the key, as the

key is not available in any part of the

PC accessible by the PC software at

any point of time.This is the only way

of achieving real security that cannot

be got around by PC

Viruses or Trojan Horses.

Furthermore, it is also

important to protect the

keys against physical attacks

like the sophisticated

analysis of the security

hardware.Certificates such

as ITSEC or Common

Criteria show the ability

of the chips to resist 

against even highly sophis-

ticated kinds of attacks.

The secure storage of

secrets and the protec-

tion against logical 

and physical attacks 

was also one major issue 

for the TCPA (Trusted

Computing Platform

Alliance). The TCPA -

founded by Compaq,

HP, IBM, Intel, and

Microsoft - is meant 

to define the trusted

platforms.

Security – right
from the beginning

Infineon feels that it offers the

appropriate hardware for every security

solution. They considers that the

really important focus is to always

protect the key that represents the

identity of the user

within the network and

to protect their data. So,

in order to prevent

analyzing the inner

working of the ICs by

using measures such as

reverse engineering,

statistical accesses or the

systematic analysis of the

chip by grinding off

extremely thin layers,

the ICs are protected 

with special methods 

and means.

As more people demand ‘Access

anywhere - anytime’, as the Internet

continues to boom, as Security 

becomes a bigger and bigger focus,

you can be sure that Infineon is there

to protect you.

Technofile 3
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Infineon’s 
Security IC Family
Concept - Making
The Net Private

Up to now, security controllers were really only used

within chipcards or “smartcards” as they are also

known. Infineon Technologies AG, one of the 

pioneers in this area and a market leader in the

worldwide chipcard business, is using its

comprehensive chipcard IC expertise to bring

specially  tailored, security ICs to the market, enabling

computers to become safer. Depending on the

application, the designer will be able to choose a

specific hardware solution that is directly integrated

into the computer hardware out of the family of

Infineon Security ICs.

The products of the family are all at the same 

security level (e.g. ITSEC E4 high - exactly like the

existing Infineon chip card controllers) but at 

different levels of performance. Starting with the

Infineon TPM, according to the TCPA standard, the

basic requirements for a secure platform are 

fulfilled.Additional encryption performance and a

fast interface are offered in the SmartUSBTM and with

the Bayon™, Infineon is offering a high-end solution

for secure clients. Finally you can combine these

high security ICs with the additional capabilities

of biometrics where Infineon is already offering

the FingerTIP™ as a single-chip fingerprint

recognition solution.
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Infineon TPM

The TPM device complies with all requirements of the

TCPA (Trusted Computing Platform Alliance) to a

TPM (Trusted Platform Module).The IC provides

information about whether or not the PC can be 

trusted, to communication partners. The basic 

functional principle of the TPM IC was defined by

TCPA with the goal of establishing the PC as a 

trustable platform within the Internet.

A non-volatile memory is included on the TPM chip

for the secure storage of keys. Integrated on the chip

is an RSA encryption with a 2048 key and a hash 

accelerator (SHA1) for checking integrity as well as a

true random number generator.

SmartUSBTM

SmartUSB combines the security of chipcards with the

speed of USB. In contrast to chipcards, SmartUSB does

not have a slow serial interface (150 Kbit/s) but a fast

USB interface, which is now available on every new

computer and means that no additional chipcard reader

is needed.

Only by using this faster interface does it make sense

for the PC to frequently access the security 

functions of the chip, which are provided by the USB

token as a form of security service.Whenever the PC

intends to generate a key or to set up an SSL session,

it does not have to utilize the unsafe PC platform for

software encryption anymore because it can use the

hardware security functionality of the USB token.

By using the fast USB interface,which is available almost

everywhere, the high security of the hardware can be

achieved almost without any additional cost – except

for the cost of the USB token itself. As the USB

interface is accessible to the user, the handling for the

user is problem free.

Having an additional chipcard interface, the IC can also

be used as a one-chip chipcard-reader.

BayonTM

When huge amounts of data need to be encrypted,

Bayon™ is primarily used due to the fact that this IC

not only provides local security on the computer but

also the network security required. Due to its high

computing power, Bayon - developed in cooperation

with CE Infosys - is even able to encrypt all the data

to be written to the hard disk or, respectively, to

decrypt the entire data during a read operation

without any significant delay noticeable to the user.

Furthermore, Bayon can be used as a real boot

protection so that booting the PC is not possible

without proper authorization.When used in networks

and VPNs, it can also provide a very high data

throughput.

The main elements of the Bayon IC are the

possibilities to securely store keys in a non-volatile

memory (NVM), the high performance DES module,

the Advanced Crypto Engine for executing RSA and

Elliptic Curves and the secure architecture to prevent

attacks and analysis.

The DES module (DES: Data Encryption Standard)

integrated within Bayon takes care of a very fast

symmetrical encryption of data, which is delivered via

the PCI interface of the IC or supplied to the computer

via the PCI interface.

Using this method, for example, the hard disk of a

notebook computer can be completely encrypted. If

the notebook is stolen, the access to the data is not 

possible, because the required keys are securely stored

in the Bayon.To get access to the data a password, a

chipcard or a combination of both would be necessary.

Bayon works in the 32-bit PCI bus, clocked at 

33 MHz. It enables the symmetrical encryption

according to the DES or, respectively,Triple-DES

algorithm with 423 or, respectively, 141 Mbit/s. For

storing the key, there are 128 memory locations for

keys, signature and attributes. A security chipcard

controller from the 66Plus family is already integrated.

Two chipcard interfaces as well as a UART and a GPI

interface are also incorporated.

FingerTIPTM

Infineon Technologies provides the biometric 

fingertip sensor, which enables additional security 

possibilities by identifying a person’s fingerprint.This

not only means that secret access code or PIN numbers

are no longer required but it also allows the imple-

mentation of additional security to the entire system.

Technofile 3
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Modern IT architectures contain PCs, often-global

WANs,LANs, all kind of servers and in large operations,

mainframes. In almost all cases the PC is still the front

end to the user.All security mechanisms, which require

interaction with the user, use this PC-based front-end

approach.Today, all kind of passwords and PINs are

typed in at the PC.Access tokens use the PC to forward

their codes to the access server. SmartCards and other

physical tokens are connected to the PC using standard

interfaces like the serial port or USB. Security

mechanisms and network access beyond this point still

rely on the authenticity of these initial steps.Therefore,

an efficient security strategy must begin with the PC.

Every PC stores sensitive data. However, user

documentation and data are not the only highly sensitive

information stored in a PC.The Registry in a Microsoft

Windows PC is an excellent source of information,

which could be used to gain access to other restricted

areas.While processing, data is stored in the main storage

unit of the PC. Modern operating systems provide an

application in which memory capacity is increased

above that which is physically available.This virtual

memory concept requires that infrequently used areas

of the main storage unit are copied to the hard disk and

read into the main storage unit again when needed.

Whilst the data is paged out to the hard disk, it is stored

in a file called a page file.

As long as the operating system is running, in-built

mechanisms may prevent the user from accessing or

changing hidden data. Nevertheless, there is no 

guarantee that the intended operating system is the only

one accessing the sensitive information. As soon as

another operating system or perhaps just a few 

routines of debugging code, is started on the PC, the

physical access to the hard disk is relatively easy. Such

a spy routine could directly send out the data of the

hard disk using any port of the system or maybe just

modify data that is essential for the security mechanisms

of the original operating system. PCs that have a SCSI

adapter installed and have the disks connected to this

adapter often provide an easy access to the hard disks’

data. Almost any of these adapters have an external

connector for external drives, such as streamers.

SCSI is a bus system that allows another unit to

become an initiator and control the bus and all

connected drives.An external unit connected to the

SCSI connector at the back of the PC can now access

the hard disk and is welcome to stream out whatever

it chooses. The only requirement from the PC is

power for the hard disk. So once it has been switched

on and waited until all internal HD activity has

stopped  (normally at the password input) the external

device can then take over control.

As soon as an intruder opens up the cover and has

physical access to the hard disk all kind of modifications

and thefts are easy.By changing one cable, the hard disk

is vulnerable. Other than placing the PC inside a large,

heavy safe, there is no easy way to prevent physical access

to the data on your disks. Inbuilt operating-system

Building the Secure PC

This article explains why a security strategy has to 

pay special attention to the end user’s PC. We consider 

the risks involved in using PCs and analyze today’s 

attack techniques. This leads to a direct understanding 

of the requirements to construct a secure PC and that 

true security needs hardware to do the job properly.

By Georg Krause. CE-Infosys

PC Security
Quarterly Focus
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system files are encrypted and the key is kept secret.

A strong solution to keep the key secret is one of the most

important properties of a good security system. If a key

is compromised, changing a hard disk key isn’t an easy

task. It would mean that all data has to be decrypted

with the old key and then encrypted using the new

key.This may take a lot of time when large disks are

used.Therefore, avoiding exposure of the hard disk key

is important.Whenever a software encryption routine

Calculating the IV 
for a sector

Hard disks are traditionally organized in Sectors, Heads and Cylinders.

A hard disk having one disk with two surfaces can use 2 heads.The

cylinders themselves are similar to the year rings on a tree. At the

beginning of the PC age the hard disks had to be addressed this way.

But, the number of sectors that fit on the surface for a given head position

may vary from the inner cylinders with fewer sectors to the outer cylinder

with more sectors. Modern hard disks have an internal microcontroller

that re-arranges the sector address to whatever is needed inside the hard

disk. This leads to addresses with 63 heads, even if there are only 

2 or 4 heads physically available.The system BIOS of a PC still has to

support this way of addressing. Modern disks are addressed by logical

block numbers and do the translation in sectors, heads and cylinders

internally.Therefore in the boot phase of a PC the logical block numbers

are converted into Sector, Head and Cylinder addressing before the

BIOS is called and then the BIOS converted it back into LBA (Logical

Block Addressing) before the physical disk is accessed. Device drivers

use directly the LBA.

The IV is calculated during boot time with the following formula:

LBA = 

(Sector Address - 1)  +  (sectors per head *

(Head Address + heads per cylinder * Cylinder

Address))

IV = LBA * 232 + LBA

The result is a unique number for the address of the sector being accessed.

PC Security
Quarterly Focus

dependant, security mechanisms are weak by design as

long as the user has either access to the hard disk, or

can invite the CPU to execute some code for them

before starting the operating system.The locations of

the operating system files on the hard disk are usually

easy to find.

The structures of file systems are known, and

tools to access them are publicly available.

Professional hackers are particularly fond of device

drivers.These drivers can run in a CPU context where

privileged CPU instructions are available. If a hacker

implements a modified device driver, almost all doors

are open.

A scenario of similar importance is the network 

connection of the PC. Traffic from and to the PC 

can be monitored and likely modified. Received

information can contain executable code from viruses

or more seriously, from espionage bugs.These bugs will

not create obvious, dramatic damage like viruses, but

work in a more secretive mode.They can (and will) be

constructed to attack an individual machine and hide

their espionage work very efficiently.On demand, these

bugs can be removed via the network again without

leaving a single trace.

What is then required to construct a secure PC? It is

obvious that the current system configurations are not

enough, due mainly to security risks inherent in their

design.Therefore, let us start to build the architecture

for a Secure PC.

Strong encryption of the hard disk and user

authentication are the most essential functions of a PC 

security system. Both functions have to work together

to make a strong solution.As soon as one of them is

weak the total solution will become weak too.The

encryption of the hard disk must include the operating

system itself. That means without an activated

decryption function the OS itself could not be executed.

Also, modifying the system code is impossible if the
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logon dialog. This is achieved by a

hook into the system BIOS at the end

of the BIOS self test.Again, this is not

under the operating system control,

but under BIOS control. If someone

changes the system BIOS in a way that

the security system does not get

control, the logon process will not take

place and the OS could not be loaded,

because it is not decrypted. In this case,

a “Missing Operating System” message

is displayed.To correctly authenticate

them with the user dialog, the user

inserts the SmartCard into the reader

and verifies the SmartCard by his 

PIN or Password. Having a combi-

nation of a physical token and a piece

of knowledge, (a two-factor authenti-

cation) is a much more secure solution

than a password alone.

To keep the secur ity system

independent, the SmartCard data

should not be routed through the ports

of the PC. A much better solution 

is to connect the SmartCard reader

directly to the security system.

The SmartCard can then execute a

challenge response-type authenti-

cation without fear of interference.
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is used, the key is part of the

calculation and must be in the main

storage unit in plain text at this time.

This is a high risk.Other tasks running

in the same system context as device

drivers can see and seek out the actual

key.Therefore, completely hiding the

key from the system is the only secure

solution.This tech-nique requires an

independent encryption device in the

system, which never reveals the key at

any time. Such a device must not be

under the control of the operating

system itself.

The solution is a security system that

provides the encryption, stores the keys

in a safe place and controls the usage

of the keys. Such hardware must be

integrated in a way that the data to be

encrypted and decrypted can be

routed through the device at a high

speed. Desktop computers provide a

PCI bus, which is ideal for high-speed

data transport.Therefore, a desktop

product should be constructed as a

PCI add-on card.The keys are stored

inside a secured chip and are not 

available in plain text outside the

encryption chip at any time.

When can the decryption be used?

After power on, the security system

does not know if the user activating

the power switch is authorized to boot

and use the system.Therefore, before

the hard disk key is activated a strong

user authentication must take place.

The next question is what can perform

the authentication? The PC itself has

not yet booted and cannot execute any

user interface at this point. But, the

security system is awake and could

control the authentication process.

This means there has to be a user

dialog in this early phase,which comes

from the security system.

The security system itself does not

have the ability to display anything on

the screen. Therefore, the security

system uses the motherboard CPU to

execute code that is actually stored on

the security system to handle the user

Block Diagram 
of the Security System

BuildingtheSecurePCBuildingtheSecure 
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Output Block 1 Output Block 2 Output Block 83 Output Block 64

Input Block 1 Input Block 2 Input Block 83 Input Block 64
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Initial Vector

128 Bit 
Hardisk Key

CBC Mode 
Encryption

Encrypting hard disk
sectors with CBC Mode 

There are unique considerations when moving the

encryption algorithm from theory to practice.The hard

disk of a computer is organized in data blocks of 512

byte each, called sectors. Such a sector is the smallest

unit a computer can read or write.The encryption is

using blocks of eight bytes.Therefore, 64 blocks of data

must be processed to encrypt one sector. If a data block

that is to be encrypted has the same input as another

block, the output of the two blocks will be identical.

This does not unveil the encrypted data, but instead

releases some information about the structure of the

data. In real life, several blocks inside a sector may

contain identical information. Even entire sectors can

often be identical. A technique called cipher block

chaining is used to hide identical input. Cipher Block

Chaining or CBC is an operation mode where the

actual data are bit wise XORED with the result of the

previous encryption output.This hides identical blocks

inside a sector, but if two sectors are identical the

encrypted sectors are still the same. To solve this 

problem, an initial value called IV (Initialization 

Vector) is used to XOR the first block of a sector.This

IV must be different for each sector to achieve the 

desired result.The question here is what to use as IV?

The IV must be remembered for decryption; otherwise,

the decryption will lead to garbage.We could store the

IV on the hard disk, but this sector would have to be

unencrypted, and adds storage overhead. So it is

recommended to calculate them. Each sector has a

unique address on the hard disk.This address could be

represented as a 32-bit number. If this number is

concatenated to itself, the result will be a 64-bit 

number.This number, unique for each sector will be

used as IV for the first block of each sector.This means

after a sector is encrypted the encryption has to be

stopped and the IV of the next sector must be

calculated before the first block of the next sector can

be processed.This slows down the encryption process,

but is necessary to allow random access to each sector.

After the SmartCard data is read into

the security system the CPU of the

security system can authenticate the

user. Many useful functions can be

implemented by using a SmartCard.

For example, hard disk keys can 

be split: one part is stored in the

SmartCard of the user; the other part

is stored inside the security system.

Detailed usage information can

be stored in the SmartCard itself.

This includes time windows

where the user can access the PC

or other such restrictions to the

system resources, like access to

dedicated hard disk partitions.

Following a valid user authentication,

the security system will activate the

hard disk key inside the encryption
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chip and the PC is ready to boot the

operating system.The boot process

uses a loader that is normally a part of

the MBR (Master Boot Record) of

the hard disk. The security system

provides its own version of the loader,

which can be executed by the

motherboard CPU, but cannot be

modified (read only).This is a part of

the security system BIOS extension.

The PC BIOS is initially used to read

the operating system data from the

harddisk.The BIOS support for hard

disk access is extended by the security

system.As soon as data is read from the

hard disk into main storage, control is

passed to the security system.The data

is now passed through the encryption

chip and decrypted.This process should

be fast and should not noticeably

degrade the system performance.

The reverse process takes place when

data is written back to the harddisk.

Modern operating systems use the

system BIOS only to load parts of the

operating system into the storage.

Afterwards, the disk access is routed to

an optimized driver.These drivers are

faster and support multitasking access

to the hard disk.That means that if

the security system is using the

BIOS extension to read and

write data, it will be bypassed,

and no decryption can be

performed.

A special encryption device

driver is also required.Drivers

in an operating system can be

stacked in layers. The new

security device driver can be

located just above the driver for

the physical hard disk. This

driver takes over the function of 

the BIOS extension. Of course, this 

security driver must support multi-

tasking as well.The security driver will

also have additional tasks, which are

described later. Each operating system

(Windows NT, Windows 2000,

Windows 98, Linux) will require its

own driver.A hardware based security

solution as is described here should

support multiple operating systems 

on a single PC.At boot time, a boot

manager is used to decide which

operating system has to be loaded.

As a part of that boot process, the corres-

ponding security driver must be loaded.

The encryption device driver is

responsible for more than the 

encryption of the hard disk data. In

addition, floppy drives and other 

physical media could be 

encrypted using the 

same security 

device               

driver.

PC Security
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Even other system functions such as

LAN or WAN, requiring encryption

service have a direct access (called a

driver-to-driver interface) to the

security device driver.This driver-to-

driver interface is fast and enables 

the security driver to control the

underlying security hardware.As with

other hardware devices in a modern

operating system, the security system

must be virtualized to its multiple

users.This is the reason why security

APIs like Cryptoki or PC-SC calls 

the security device driver to access 

the hardware.

As already mentioned, the SmartCard

should be directly connected to the

security system.This could be done 

in either one of two ways: connect 

a simple reader that handles only 

the connection of the SmartCard,

without any protocol handling,

or connect a more intelli-

gent reader that 

also handles

the line

protocol. In the first case, the security

system will act as reader and provide

the protocol handling. Modern

SmartCards may be used for multiple

applications at the same session.

This means other applications on the

PC may need access to their data areas

on the same SmartCard.The security

system must therefore act as a Smart-

Card reader to other applications and

provide a method to access it. In any

case, the security system can filter the

SmartCard access to hide the PC access

control fields from other applications.

One typical application of the

SmartCard is the “lunch break” feature.

As soon as the card is removed, the 

security system recognizes this and

triggers a screen saver.The PC itself

continues to work, but keyboard and

mouse are blocked.After reinsertion

of the same SmartCard the security

system verifies the card (with or

without a password) and the PC

returns to normal operation.

The design of the security system is

only partly responsible for its market

success.The acceptance of the user is

a key factor. Daily work could be

much easier with a SmartCard in use.

As previously explained, security

during breaks is better for a user

when he uses a SmartCard. In

addition, domain logons are easy

to automate with a security

system using a SmartCard.

However, most important for

user acceptance is the speed an

encryption system provides.

Modern systems use the PCI bus

to transport the data and encrypt

the data in a special encryption

chip, which means the PC’s CPU

is not kept busy with encrypting

PC Security
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SUMMARY

The only way to protect a PC efficiently is to encrypt

the hard disk, including the operating system itself.Only

if the encryption is done in an independent chip can

the required secrecy of the key and the required speed

be achieved. An independent security system in

hardware is also required to achieve the hierarchical

separation of the PC’s CPU and the security system.

User authentication must be done by the independent

security system and not by the PC itself. Physical tokens

such as SmartCards should be connected to the security

system instead of the PC and security device drivers

are needed to support the various operating systems.

Solutions using the outlined design criteria are 

available worldwide from CE-Infosys.The systems are

marketed as Elkey and CryptCard and under the brands

of several OEM partners.

data.The delegation of the encryption

work to a specialized chip means 

that there is no speed degradation, so

the user will not recognize the

difference of a protected PC versus an

unprotected PC.
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PC security can be enabled through

biometric devices to allow:

• Secure boot up of system 

only authorized users can 

activate the PC).

• Access to Local Area,Wide

Area, and Virtual Private Net

works.

• Encryption and protection 

of vital data stored on the 

PC Hard Disk.

• Signed and authenticated 

corporate email using Digital

Signatures.

• Biometric Screen Lock and

Manual Session Lock to 

protect open work sessions.

The sensor is used to capture and write

the user’s fingerprint data into a database.

The database,or memory bank,may be

any storage mechanism including local

or remote PC hard disk. Infineon’s

FingerTIP sensor can be easily

integrated to computer keyboard,

mouse,or monitor so that the customary

user workspace is maintained.

PC Security
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In a world connected by computers, corporate data is vulnerable to theft
and destruction by unauthorized parties. With the migration of corporate
networks into the virtual world, the stakes have been raised dramatically.

Biometric authentication provides corporations, financial services, and
healthcare providers with the tools to build a fortress around their valuable
data, on or off the Internet.

Gary E. Brant,         VeriTouch Ltd.
Securing Corporate 
PCs with Biometrics

The current state of the art in 

biometric tools, and the technology

having the longest development history,

are fingerprint-capturing systems.

More research and development has been

undertaken to perfect fingerprint sensors

than emerging systems such as retinal

scan and facial recognition.

As such, fingerprint sensors and 

their algorithmic processing engines

are today both affordable and robust

solutions for wide scale deployment

to corporate workstations and

mobile devices. Administrators of large

networks have the ability to easily

integrate fingerprint sensors as “logon”

devices to assure the identity and

permissions assigned to diverse users.

Securing the
Network

A typical corporate information 

network employs user names and

passwords for security. By integrating

fingerprint sensor technology to logon

protocols, the user is challenged each

time to prove their identity and establish

permission levels. Fingerprints cannot

be shared among users,unlike passwords.

VeriTouch and its partners have been

developing seamless solutions to 

integrate biometric security into 

corporate networks and information

systems. Pr imar ily, most of the

customers we have encountered in the

healthcare and financial service arenas

are using Microsoft’s Windows NT

operating system to administer security

and user rights over large client-server

environments.

Corporate PC security, given the

popularity of this architecture, begins

with a replacement of typical logon

protocols with a biometric logon. The

fingerprint sensor is used as a primary

tool to establish the identity of the user

when they logon to an Windows NT

workstation.The user password is their

fingerprint.

In the near future, biometrics will be

incorporated into Microsoft’s core

operating systems, according to

published reports. Today,VeriTouch

has developed robust tools, including

full replacement of Microsoft’s core

Gina.dll with a BioGina that activates

during boot up and requires real time

biometric authentication.

First 
Generation
Tools

PC security is biometrically enabled

with a few simple tools. Infineon

Technologies manufactures one of the

core needed components, the 

fingerprint sensor module.
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SecuringCorporatePCs withBiometrics

Each time the authorized user logs into

the computer network, a live scan is

taken which verifies their identity to

the enrolled databank. The system

protects valuable financial,medical, and

corporate data through a simple, but

powerful gateway.

The gateway can also become part of

the physical environment, by securing

doors and other access portals within

a corporate facility. It can be part 

of a payment system in a corporate

lunchroom or at an onsite parking

facility. Because of the scaleable nature

of the biometric tools and API’s, the

system can be designed to secure access

to a handful of workstations, or an 

entire international network linked up

through the Internet.

A scaleable and highly secure means

of storing the fingerprint template (the

data) is by writing this information

onto a smartcard IC (integrated circuit)

memory compartment.

A further advantage of writing finger-

print data to smartcards is that the user

is in control of his biometric data at

all times. Privacy of the individual 

is enhanced, and the portable token

can be used for authentication if 

the database is unavailable. Low cost

memory smartcards can easily replace

traditional low tech “campus cards”

used widely,which have only the user’s

photo or a bar code to authenticate

their identity.

It is expected that as biometric security

becomes more popular in the

marketplace, hackers will turn their

focus to attacking the underlying

foundations.

In the capture and writing of critical

biometric data, encryption of the 

data should be considered a priority,

especially in Virtual Private Networks

or other Web enabled systems.VeriTouch

is developing a proprietary dynamic

encryption tool to safeguard biometric

data managed with its reader tools.

Many government agencies, including

the Ontario, Canada Provincial

Government, are looking at ways to

use smartcards and biometric techno-

logies to enhance the delivery of

services to its citizens, including

healthcare and other benefits.

VeriTouch has been working since

early 1997 with one of the largest credit

card companies to develop solutions

for a biometrically authorized payment

system for their customers.The recently

enacted Digital Signature legislation

passed by the United States Congress

also points to a historic emerging need

for biometric solutions focusing on

Web enabled financial transactions,

where the identity and authorization

ability of customers is on center stage.

VeriTouch manufactures biometric

readers that perform enrollment and

verification using Infineon’s FingerTIP

sensor combined with contacted

smartcards, including API’s that allow

developers to plug these tools into

their Windows-based applications.

Seamless 
Integration –
The Next Level

Athena®, a newly developed Windows

NT biometric logon solution, inte-

grates biometrics into all aspects of

Microsoft’s native security for NT

workstations.To begin, the user name

is replaced by a unique 16 digit

number assigned to a small RFID

PC Security
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(Radio Frequency Identification) Tag

with active antennae.

The user wears the tag on their 

clothing and is not required to do

anything with it throughout their

work day. The Tag broadcasts the 

unique ID number of the user to a

receiver device attached to the

workstation which can “read” the tag

from a distance of up to ten meters.

The user enrolls their unique 

fingerprint and voice patterns into a

biometric database that resides on 

a Windows NT Domain Controller

(Server). When the PC receiver sees

the user’s tag, the unique number is

matched up with biometric templates

stored during enrollment.

The next step is for verification at 

the client PC, using live fingerprint,

voice, or both in the case of very 

high security requirements. From 

the user’s perspective, the operations are

seamless, as they are not required to

handle an identity card, or use a

contacted reader device at the PC.

Network and Server resources are

conserved because the computationally

intensive fingerprint and voice matching

are done on the client workstation.

Further, as the user leaves the

proximity of the reader (approximately

one meter), their work session is

secured by a biometric screen lock.

Only the same active user can 

reauthenticate to the saved work

session to open the task in progress.

The user cannot forget a card held by

a reader device, it is attached to their

clothing. Future generations of the 

tag could allow the technology to be

sewn into garments or even into 

a watchband, improving further the

seamless qualities of the system.

The design goals for Athena® were to

ensure rapid acceptance on the part of

diverse users by providing speed of
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operation and ease of use.The logon

operation and automated logoff

enhance user productivity, while

introducing robust tools for security

and a real time event logging system.

Biometric audit trails, introduced in

the Athena® system, ensure that

healthcare, financial services, and

distribution of corporate information

are enabled through a vaulted channel

of authorized user access.

Advanced systems like Athena®

provide important “boot security”

which has great value for notebook

and other portable computers carrying

valuable corporate data. How many

times have you seen the signs at the

airport warning “Please do not leave

your bags unattended”?

Notebook
Computer
Security

Many large international corporations

are setting up their workforces with

mobile computers and other portable

devices to allow connecting to their

information networks. This is an

established trend that has been

accelerating due to recent advances in

telecommunications networks and

increasing use of the Internet as 

the backbone for Virtual Private 

Networks (VPNs).

As corporate, medical, and financial

data is moved from the desktop PC to

users’ notebook computers, the loss or

theft of these “digital diaries” becomes

a very real threat to the organization.

A widely publicized example

happened several years ago when a

notebook computer con-

taining many thousands of credit card

account numbers was stolen from the

offices of a large credit card issuer.

More recently, a notebook containing

military secrets was stolen from a

highly secured U.S. Government

facility at Los Alamos, New Mexico.

Encryption or vaulted access to the

portable system’s hard disk is be-

coming a vital need for corporations

and other organizations in the current

environment, and looking forward.

Biometric security ensures that only

authorized parties can boot the system,

much less gain access to any data

stored. In addition, valuable real time

audit trails can record all access to the

computer and to its data files.

VeriTouch is developing a dynamic

encryption engine that encrypts data 

by using the fingerprint as a “key” to

encrypt the data.The encrypted data

can only be “unlocked” by the same

fingerprint, ensuring that even a 

stolen notebook will not present a threat

to corporate security. Because of the

strength of the generated key,defeating

the system would require hundreds 

of supercomputers and thousands of

man-hours to decipher.The same

technology may be applied to

corporate email, where a message is

encrypted using the sender’s

fingerprint as a “private key”. The 

true recipient of the message then

“unlocks” the encrypted email by

using their fingerprint in a reversal of

the process.The same tools can be used

to secure e-mail “boxes” on corporate

mail servers, allowing access to the

mailbox only by the authorized owner.

These protocols protect user privacy

while ensuring the integrity of

messages that are sent and received.

Biometric tools such fingerprint 

sensors enabled with Smartcards, allow

mobile workers to authenticate to

remote information systems from

anywhere in the world. VeriTouch has

developed platforms for large OEM

manufacturers like Acer Group for the

integration of fingerprint sensors

directly into the body of notebook

computers. The sensor can then be

embedded into the pre-boot BIOS of

the computer,allowing extremely

high security to be effected.

The addition of a smartcard to the

system allows the user to authenticate

without need of connecting to a

remote database.The smartcard acts as

an “ignition key” to allow boot up of

the mobile PC and to gain access to

authorized areas of the hard disk.The

same smartcard may be used to activate

multiple devices, as the user’s secret

biometric data is carried within the

on board memory.

Losing the card, incidentally, poses 

no security risk as the same party

whose fingerprint is stored on it may

only use the card. Even if one could

extract the fingerprint data, the system

still requires a “live” fingerprint to

verify.This scenario points to the need

for encryption of the fingerprint data

wherever it is stored permanently.

PC Security
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In the familiar case of several users

sharing a common portable computer,

the access permissions can include

several private desktops and hard disk

partitions. This design assures that 

the user’s data will be protected from

“prying eyes” and that their data will

remain intact.

Infineon Technologies is addressing 

the special needs of mobile devices in

the next generations of its flagship

FingerTIP sensor. Increasing the 

surface hardness of the glass sensor

plate, improving the ESD (Electro

Static Discharge) characteristics,

and optimizing the voltage require-

ments and algorithmic engine will

enable easy integration to a host of

new hand held computing and

communications products.

It is clear that the landscape of

corporate information security is

migrating towards a mobile workforce

and Internet enabled networks.As data

is moved from the office environment

to handheld mobile devices and onto

Web servers, the risks of loss and

corruption are increased dramatically.

Corporate email must be included,

as it has become the single most

important communications tool in use

today by organizations large and small.

By incorporating low cost biometric

tools to manage user access to these

portable and virtual world data banks,

corporations can ensure that private

patient information, financial assets,

and company secrets can be protected

at all times.
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Next Steps

Infineon Technologies and VeriTouch

have worked in cooperation towards

providing a family of turnkey solutions

for PC security. Simple, low cost reader

devices incorporating fingerprint

sensor and smartcard are able to

provide strong firewalls between

unauthorized users and valuable

corporate data stored on desktop and

mobile PCs as well as distributed

information networks.

Infineon’s FingerTIP sensor is 

also suited to embedded systems 

design, including direct integration 

to the workspace environment

(keyboard, mouse).

Through available SDKs (Software

Development Kit) and APIs (Appli-

cation Programming Interface), these

hardware solutions may easily be 

integrated into existing computer

networks and stand alone systems.

The next step for administrators and

other IT professionals would be to

consider the features that are important

to your organization in designing a

biometric logon system. Will the

system employ a biometric database,

or will users carry their own smartcard

with biometric credentials?

These and other considerations 

will help to define an early roadmap 

for integration of biometric security to

your organization’s information system.

PC Security
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COMPANY PROFILE:

VeriTouch was founded in early 1996 with the goal

of developing a secure payment system for the

Internet that would enable users to authorize 

credit card transactions with their fingerprint, using

an early prototype fingerprint scanner from

Identicator Technology (a division of Identix, Inc).

In early 1997,VeriTouch management advised

leading financial institutions like Bank of America

and Wells Fargo Bank in their early evaluations of

biometric and Smart Card technologies. The vision

was to enable online banking security to be

enhanced through biometric authentication,

primarily with a Smart Card encoded with the

customer’s fingerprint data.

VeriTouch began working with the Ontario,

Canada Provincial Government in early 1998 to

introduce the concept of a multi-application

smartcard for delivery of services to more than ten

million residents, including healthcare benefits.

VeriTouch successfully conducted the first trials

ever in Canada for biometric log in to healthcare

information systems at several large regional

hospitals in Ontario. The company’s focus on

healthcare and the security benefits for clinical

information systems also took it to Kansas City,

Missouri where it formed a strategic relationship

with Cerner Corporation, one of the leading 

software developers in the world for medical systems.

VeriTouch introduced its first flagship 

biometric Smart Card readers in early 1998 based

upon a new fingerprint sensor introduced by 

Infineon Technologies AG of Munich, Germany.

The company’s vr-3(P) and vr-3(U) biometric 

verification systems are designed for Microsoft

Corporation’s Windows Operating Systems,

including Windows 98 and the recently released

Windows 2000.

Today,VeriTouch is focusing on the develop-

ment of advanced mobile, wireless, and desktop

solutions for a wide range of customers on a global

basis. The company recently entered into a licensing

agreement with Motorola, Inc. for CipherVOX™,

an advanced voice verification engine that

VeriTouch is introducing in a new line of biometric

solutions, including its Athena® RFID Biometric

Logon System for Windows NT 4.0.

VeriTouch is currently preparing for release of

the world’s first biometric computer mobile phone,

bioFON™ (Patent Pending), which combines the

power of a full color handheld PDA with mobile

secure communications features for m-commerce.
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TCPA Security: 
Trust your Platform!

E-commerce and E-business seem to be prevalent 

everywhere in today’s computing environment. Everyone

seems to want a share of this market with huge marketing

campaigns started to promote this new way of doing 

business. However, people remain wary about using the

new services themselves. Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, IBM,

Intel and Microsoft have created an Alliance called the 

Trusted Computing Platform Alliance (TCPA) - an 

industry working-group focused on increasing the security

of computing platforms.

End customers fear for their privacy these days and are

increasingly aware of the security breaches that can happen

within the Internet. Consequently, there is a reluctance to

transmit credit card details via this channel. IT professionals

in the business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-employee

(B2E) sector are also wary of the security of this new

channel as they also have to be sure that they are transmitting

their sensitive data to the right person.

To overcome these hurdles, a secure and trusted

computing and communication environment must be

created.Though current security solutions are well known

to the industry, some major topics still remain open: how

can the open PC platform be trusted, and how can it 

be ensured that transactions initiated at the PC are 

communicated over insecure connections like the Internet

in a trustworthy way?

This is the main objective of the Trusted Computing

Platform Alliance (TCPA), an industry working-group

announced in the fall of 1999 by Compaq, Hewlett-

Packard, IBM, Intel and Microsoft.Within the last year,

more than 130 companies have joined the TCPA, thus

acknowledging the importance of their goals and their

approach to reach them.

The TCPA is focused on improving the security 

of computing platforms through the development of 

a ubiquitous specification for standardized, platform-based

security.This specification can help to minimize security

problems while maintaining the inherent flexibility 

of the platform itself. The main security issues of

authenticity, integrity and privacy can be solved for

existing applications.At the same time, new opportunities

for e-business can be addressed.

A central objective of the TCPA specification is to

protect privacy by maintaining owner control over critical

data.The owner is able to define what ‘critical data’ means

in this context.This is extremely important since it provides

a way to prevent third parties from gaining access to

information without the informed consent of its owner.

Another benefit of the TCPA approach is the easy

migration path for existing platforms, which add security

for a negligible additional cost.Though the specification 

was initially targeted at PC platforms, it can be readily 

extended to servers and other connected platforms such as

mobile phones and PDAs.TCPA-compliant PCs will enable

a secure infrastructure for B2B, B2C and e-commerce

applications in a much more cost-effective way.

Trusted Computing

The two main issues of trusted computing are:

a) Authenticity - knowing for sure to whom

(or to what entity) they are talking.

b) Integrity - assurance that all information is 

transmitted accurately (not changed).

Obviously, an application that can prove its own identity

will help develop greater user confidence in areas such 

as electronic banking, e-cash, networking, platform

management, web access and other such applications.

The objective of the TCPA specification is to insert a

trusted subsystem into the PC platform and make it a

standard part of the platform like a graphics adapter or a

modem.The trusted subsystem is then able to extend its

trust to other parts of the whole platform by building a

‘chain of trust’ where each link extends its trust to the next

one. In this way, the TCPA subsystem provides the

foundation for a fully trusted platform and a basis for

extending trusted computing across system and network

boundaries.

The root of trust is a small hardware device called a Trusted

Platform Module (TPM) which provides features like secure

memory, cryptographic sign/verify, and an immutable key

pair used to generate anonymous identities.At boot time,

this device extends its trust to the BIOS.The trusted BIOS

By Marco Scheibe 

Infineon Technologies
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can extend its own trust to the OS

loader, which extends its trust to the

OS itself, which in turn can extend its

trust to applications. This process

ensures that each part of the platform

and software running on it can be

trusted. It should be noted that using

the same mechanism, it is also 

possible to implement a secure boot

functionality which may even restrict

access to the platform if something has

been changed (for example, new

hardware or unknown software).

The root of trust is a small 

hardware device called a Trusted 

Platform Module (TPM) which 

provides features like secure

memory,

cryptographicsign/verify, and an

immutable key pair used to

generate anonymous identities.

A question occurs as to whether

it is possible to provide adequate

security within the operating system

alone.The ability to do this in a PC

platform is becoming increasingly

limited.Even robust operating systems

cannot prevent the loading of software

before the OS itself is loaded. If such

unauthorized software is loaded, it can

gain access to certain areas, which

should not be accessible

in a trusted environ-

ment. For instance,

BIOS setup data could

be changed.To counter

this threat, the PC

needs a root of trust

that is tightly bound to

the platform itself.

To be accepted as

a trusted platform, the

PC must be trusted by

both local and remote

entities.This includes

users, software, and all

other third parties. It

must be sure that there

are no easy means for

tampering with the

root of that trust,

the Trusted Platform Module (TPM).

Another concern is privacy.

A matter that is extremely important

to every business or individual 

concerned about protecting personal

or confidential information. In the

computing context, Privacy provides

the means to prevent third parties from

gaining access to information without

the informed consent of its owner.

Users are concerned that their credit

card data can be observed while doing

e-commerce transactions.They may

also be concerned that they may be

tracked when surfing through the

Internet. It is essential that the user can

always decide to whom they give what

information.The TCPA specification

incorporates this principle by making

sure that the user has full control over

the trusted subsystem. Simply spoken,

the subsystem can be made silent, but

it never can be made to lie. However,

the TPM is not intended to encrypt

the complete data stream.

As outlined before, the root of

trust is the TPM.This is basically a

secure controller with some added

cryptographic functionality like hash

algorithms and asymmetric key pro-

cedures (RSA). Another important

feature is the possibility to produce

random numbers. Finally, each single

TPM has a unique key that identifies

the TPM.This key is also used to check

whether the TPM is really a TPM: the

manufacturer of the TPM vouches for

all TPMs produced (and is thus an

integral part of the PKI beneath the

platform manufacturer who in turn

vouches for the platform).

With these capabilities, the TPM

is able to produce a statistically unique

“fingerprint” of the BIOS at boot

time.This fingerprint is also called an

“integrity metric” or “cryptographic

digest” in the TCPA specification

environment. Once this metric is

available, it is saved in a secure memory

location. Optionally, it could be

compared to some predefined value

and the boot process could be aborted

on mismatch.

During the boot process, other

integrity metrics are collected from

the platform, for instance “fingerprints”

of the boot loader and the operating

system itself. Device drivers may be

hashed; even hardware like PCI cards

can be detected and identified. Every

metric obtained by the TPM is con-

catenated to the already available

metrics.This gives a final metric,which

describes the operational state of the

whole platform.

A challenger may now ask the

platform for these metrics and make

informed decisions on whether to trust

it based on the metric values obtained.

To support the privacy issue, the user

of the platform may restrict the TPM

in answering to any challenge, but the

user is never able to make the TPM

report false metrics.

Applications in
Access Control 
and E-
Commerce

Of increasing interest is Access 

Control to PC platforms.This is vital

in commercial environments but also

becoming more and more an issue for

private PC platforms. A promising

solution is biometric procedures such

as fingerprint recognition.
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If the PC would be TCPA compliant, it would be

able to authenticate itself to the fingerprint peripheral.

This would enable the reader to send the fingerprint

data to the PC for further processing without the risk

that the data may be used for non-intended 

purposes. Since the trusted subsystem provides secure

storage, it may also store the biometric ID on the

platform for later usage.This scenario shows that a

TCPA-compliant platform is able to add significant

security to the complete system and may yet optimize

the overall system performance.

Another example is the typical e-commerce 

application. In a vertical supplier-buyer model, the 

trusted platform features allow the buyer to issue a

challenge to the supplier’s system to determine 

whether it is a trusted system as well.This can be done

anonymously, thus protecting the buyer’s privacy before

he really wants to place the order.

The buyer can then digitally sign the contract by

using the asymmetric encryption functionality of the

TPM. Using digital signatures, non-repudiation can be

assured as well as data integrity.This means that the

buyer can be sure that his data reaches the supplier

unaltered (integrity). In turn, the supplier can be sure

that the buyer is not able to deny his purchase order in

the future (non-repudiation).

In this context, the TCPA-compliant system gives

both partners the confidence that the transaction can

be trusted and that it was not altered by malicious

software or hacked by third parties.

Conclusion

The TCPA approach can help to alleviate today’s

security problems in the local and network

environment. E-commerce and applications like B2B

and B2E benefit from the security and the

trustworthiness provided by the TCPA-compliant

platform. Since the TCPA solution adds only

minimal cost to the platform, it will be able to boost

the success of one of the largest market places

worldwide – the Internet.

The Infineon 
Solution

Infineon Technologies is developing a whole family

of chips that will be able to act as a TPM.They are all

based on the high-security architecture of Infineon’s

well-known smart card controllers. Basic devices will

be available which cover all features needed for a 

low-cost solution of a TCPA-compliant PC platform.

For higher demands, sophisticated solutions are

available which add even more security functions

to the system like high-speed bulk encryption

features and additional interfaces.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of Infineon’s

low-cost TPM solution. Based on the high-security

architecture of existing smart card controllers, the

device provides hardware accelerators for RSA and

SHA-1 hashing functions. Optionally, a DES/3DES

engine is included to enhance the functionality of

the TPM. For easy system integration, the readily

available LPC bus is used.The system integration

scenario is depicted in Figure 2.

Fig 3: The TPM from Infineon

(Actual size 10mm)

Figure 1: Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

Figure 2: TPM System Integration
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B e t t e r  t o  b e   H U N T E R t h a n  P R E Y .

Y O U  A R E no longer prey to the competition with Infineon’s new 32-bit Multi

Application Security Controller. You will enjoy market-leading flexibility. And performance

that accommodates independent, virtual machine languages such as JavaTM, Smart Card for

WindowsTM and MultosTM. You will savour the advanced integral security concept that delights

everyone – but hackers. And you will profit from top-of-the-food-chain advantages, such

as: real multitasking, outstanding cost/performance, up to 512 Kbytes of non-volatile memory

(EEPROM/Flash). Plus the talents of a dedicated crypto controller. Whenever you think of

high-end chip cards, think of Infineon. Our cutting edge technology has what it takes to

make sure you’re the hunter  – not your competition.

www.infineon.com/88Controller

{ P E R P E T U A L T H I N K I N G  P R O C E S S }

I N F I N E O N  C Y C L E S

N e v e r  s t o p  t h i n k i n g.

.w
hp

.

Dedicated: 32-bi t Multi Application 
Security Controller.

Secure: Memory Manag ement and Protection
Unit,  1100-bit Advanced Crypto  Engine.

Powerful: 32-bit CPU and 32-bit Peripheral Control
Processor, up to 66 MHz in 0.25µm CMOS Technology.

Memorable: 136 Kbytes ROM, 
8 Kbytes RAM, 64 Kbytes EEPROM.

Exceptional: Up to 4 Gigabytes of virtual
address space on smallest die size.
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Upon receipt of a message,

the documents are decrypted with

CryptoSeal and the validity of the

digital signature is verified. In this

process, the signature together with

the certificate unequivocally

establishes the identity of the

sender. Decryption and ver ifi-

cation of dig ital signatures are

transparent to the user ;

consequently no additional steps

are required.

Protection
and Signature
of e-mails

Using CryptoSeal, you can make

your e-mail correspondence secure

and legally binding. CryptoSeal

generates and processes messages

according to the S/MIME v3

industry standard, which is

supported by a number of e-mail

programs. To fulfill this

functionality, CryptoSeal acts as a

proxy. Numerous configuration

options keep the program very

flexible and allow a widely user-

defined structure. Important

features are, for example, the

options for quick sending or the

automatic receipt configuration.

CryptoSeal corresponds with all

e-mail programs that use the

popular SMTP and POP3 pro-

tocols, even if they do not

support S/MIME.

To ensure maximum compa-

tibility, CryptoSeal pr imar ily

supports popular industry stan-

dards. PC/SC and CT-API

interfaces are available for smart

card readers. PKCS# 7 is used for

document formats, PKCS#11 for

the basic cryptographic functions

and access to smart cards and

software tokens.

Signing –
Encryption –
Verification

With CryptoSeal, documents and

files produced on a PC can be

digitally signed and provided with

an electronic certificate in

accordance with the X.509 v3

standard for secure transmission

via the Internet. Letters, contracts

and a variety of other documents

that only become effective when

signed can therefore be produced

in legally valid way and

transmitted quickly in paperless

form. CryptoSeal also supports

the use of multiple signatures,

meaning that signatures of

different people can be generated

for a single document.

In addition to digital signatures

for ensur ing authenticity and

validity, CryptoSeal also offers an

encryption function to ensure

confidentiality and integr ity of a

document. The solution supports

a variety of algorithms:

DES (64 bit key length)

• 2-key tr iple DES

• 3-key tr iple-DES

• RC2

(40 – 1024 bit key length)

• IDEA

Is it a Signature, or is it

CryptoSeal?
By FAKTUM                Softwareenwicklung          

CryptoSeal is a solution with a

modular structure, which is available

as an application for generating digital

signatures and encrypting e-mails

(S/MIME v3), documents, or files.

Individual modules can be licensed

separately and so allows the imple-

mentation of both flexible and

custom-tailored solutions. In addition,

FAKTUM makes their CryptoSeal

SDK available solution partners.

CryptoSeal i s based on PKI

structures, where the private keys can

be stored with password protection in

software tokens as well as on

hardware tokens, i.e. smart cards.

CryptoSeal supports different types of

Smart Cards, according to ISO 7816.

User-fr iendly functionality with a

clear tree structure is available to

manage the X.509-compliant

certificates and a special functionality

is also available to generate these

certificates on a software basis as well

as directly onto Smart Cards.

The confidential and
secure transmission
of messages over the
Internet in combination
with indisputable
identification of the
sender has become an
important part of public,
private, and business
communications. Using
both digital signatures
and encryption, CryptSeal
provides the necessary
conditions for the
transmission of e-mails,
documents and files that
are confidential, secure
and legally binding.

Within the Trust
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Encryption/
Digital Signing
of Files
Besides documents or e-mails,

single files can also be dig itally

signed and encrypted with

CryptoSeal. This protects the

information from access by

unauthor ized parties, i.e. facili-

tating access protection to specific

files in local networks. In

addition, files can also be

protected when being sent as mail

attachments via Internet without

the need to encrypt and sign the

entire e-mail.

Legally 
Binding 
Documents

To digitally sign documents

according to legal direction, the

user needs a digital key pair and a

certified Smart Card. The Smart

Card stores the pr ivate signature

key and the associated certificate,

which authenticates the clear

ownership of a key pair by a

person. An officially recognized

certification authority issues such

a certificate.

During the signature process

by means of CryptoSeal, the user

makes the legally required

declaration of intent to digitally

sign his document by clicking the

“sign” button. From this point

onward, the document to be

signed can no longer be altered

without invalidating the dig ital

signature. A hash algorithm is used

to generate a checksum, which is

encrypted on the Smart Card with

the user’s pr ivate key using the

RSA algorithm, thus creating the

digital signature.

The signature and the

associated certificate are appended

to the file to be sent. As a further

security factor, the private key can

only be activated via a password.

„What you 
see is what
you sign“

An essential legal requirement

regarding digital signatures states

that the user must be able to

recognize, beyond doubt, the

content of the document which

he wishes to dig itally sign, and

that this content subsequently

cannot be changed without

invalidating the signature.To

achieve this aim, CryptoSeal

contains a specially developed

viewermodule. This module

converts documents into a bit-

mapped image and displays them

on the screen. The documents

themselves can be created with

any software program that is

available for 32-bit Windows OS

and has pr inting capability. Only

after displaying the file content via

the viewer will the encryption of

the message and the generation of

the dig ital signature take place.

This effectively prevents any

possible manipulation of the

document’s content.

CryptoSeal also offers the

possibility to combine documents

and/or files to one document

and to sign this combination.

This feature a l lows sending

the or ig ina l document as wel l

as the bitmapped image within

one message.

CryptoSeal is available for

32 bit Windows system

environments. Versions for SUN

Solar is and Linux are under

development.
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For further Information:

www.FAKTUM.de

IT
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y • Digital Signature • e-Banking
•

e-Brokerage

CryptoSeal
Software
Developers Kit

The CryptoSeal Software

Development Kit facilitates

the integration of CryptoSeal

functionality into existing

workflow processes and the fast,

convenient development of

custom-tailored applications. The

CryptoSeal SDK’s uses four

librar ies to provide CryptoSeal

functionality at several levels of

abstraction. There are two

versions available, namely the

CryptoSeal Standard SDK and the

extended Profes-sional SDK.

The PKCS #11 library

provides the foundation. Libraries

for PKCS #7 and S/MIME are

available to build on this

foundation. Lastly, a GUI library

provides certificate management

and display of the document

structure in tree form as in the

display component.TheCryptoSeal

viewer unites all SDK modules

into a complete application.

CryptoSeal - The Ideal

Solution for digital signature,

authenticity, encryption and

confidentiality.

Within the Trust
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as well as the answer to the problem

of how to produce legally binding

signatures online.

“The major advantage with the

concept is that you tie the card to one

single person. It can never be used or

abused by another person,” says 

Magnus Pettersson, technical business

developer at Precise Biometrics in

Lund, Sweden.Without its owner’s

finger, the card is useless for any 

transaction.There is no fingerprint

database, the fingerprint is only stored

encrypted on your smart card.

Precise Biometrics is developing the

technology in collaboration with the

Ericsson-associated software company

iD2 Technologies of Sweden and

Finnish smart card manufacturer

Miotec Oy.

Precise Biometrics commercial 

product platform is suitable for every

area, which requires security and 

convenience and previously has used

keys, passes, passwords, PIN codes etc.

The products consist of secure 

software and a flexible logon system 

for MS Windows networks and

workstations.These products replace 

regular logon, user name and 

password with secure fingerprint

verification. The system includes a

fingerprint reader connected to a PC

with our unique software for pattern

recognition, and a convenient program

for user access administration.

What makes this system unique is 

the use of a much larger amount 

of information from each fingerprint

than earlier versions of fingerprint

verification systems.Thanks to Precise

Biometrics research and expertise,

data processing can be carried out in

real time, which guarantees fast 

reply times of less than one second.

Security is Precise Biometrics’ top

priority in all aspects. Every piece 

of information stored or sent is

encrypted. Precise Biometrics is a

member of a number of international

standardization organizations and 

follows established business standards

to ensure that their products can 

be integrated into present and 

future systems.

Precise Biometrics Develops 
One Touch Security 

Within the Trust

Tired of having to remember all 

those four-number PINs for your 

bankcards, credit cards, and company

pass cards, membership cards and

whatnot? Those days may soon be

over.All you’ll need is a smart card –

and your finger.

Let’s say you would like to buy a CD

over the Internet. You enter your

order on the screen, then insert your

smart card into a small reader

connected to your computer and

touch the top of the reader with your

finger.Your fingerprint data is read

by a silicon sensor and sent to the

smart card chip. A processor on the

chip compares the fingerprint with

a stored template. If it matches, the

order is sent off.

“The major advantage with the

concept is that you tie the card to 

one single person. It can never 

be used or abused by another 

person,” Magnus Petterson,

Precise Biometrics

Such biometrically signed trans-actions

could be the future for secure financial

transactions on the Internet,

Precise Biometrics Develops 
One Touch Security
By Precise Biometrics
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The Precise 100
Product Family:

Precise 100 A – Security and Con-

venience The world’s smallest finger-

print reader. For MS Windows clients,

local or in an MS Windows domain.

Fingerprint information is stored

locally on the user’s hard drive, or on

the domain server.

Precise 100 SC 
with Smart Card - 
High Security 

A unique fingerprint reader combined

with a smart card reader. For high

security, all fingerprint information is

stored in the smart card instead of the

hard disk. Includes a server application

for MS Windows domains.

Precise 100 SC
SDK/OEM  
For Developers 

For OEM-customers and system

integrators who want to integrate

Precise Biometrics reader and 

software into their own systems,

there is a Software Development Kit.

It contains documentation, tools,

API, and examples. Administration

software is included.

MS Windows NT 4 supports the login

system today.Windows 95/98/2000

will be supported as from September

1st. Versions for Unix/Linux are

currently under development. The

system consists of a fingerprint reader,

which is connected through the

parallel port or through the USB port,

and the accompanying software.The

installation is done automatically with

Within the Trust

C O M P A N Y  
P R O F I L E

Precise Biometrics AB markets 

in-house developed products for 

biometric identification using finger-

prints.The products replace passwords,

PINs, passes and keys in IT, telecom

and log-on systems.Precise Biometrics

was started in Lund, Sweden, in 1997

by Christer Fåhreaus and today 

has nearly 40 staff. The company’s 

shares are quoted on the Stockholm

Borsinformation’s SBI-list.

Increased Security with Smart
Card 

It is usually secure enough to store all fingerprint information on the 

hard disk. If additional security is required, the information can be stored

encrypted on a smart card.All users are then given a smart card, which is

inserted into the reader before a reading.The users do not have to worry

about entering a user name.

What is needed?

• Your finger 

• A smart card

• A smart card reader and software for your computer

What could it be used for?

• To make legally binding digital signatures for financial transactions as

well as allow online signing of documents such as contracts, tax forms

and applications

• To encrypt e-mail and files on your computer

• To gain access to secure Web sites 

• To gain access to secure web sites or a corporate intranet via Internet

Is it secure?

The fingerprint-matching technique

is built on the Public Key

Infrastructure (PKI) concept, which

fits one public key with one private

key.With a smart card, the private

key can be accessed only if the

correct fingerprint is presented.The

fingerprint information and the

private key will never leave the card.

For more information: 
www.precisebiometrics.com

a CD-ROM.The user places a finger

on the reader.The fingerprint is read

and verified in less than one second.

Precises’ application “Bio Manager”

makes administration of all user 

information very easy. The user’s 

fingerprint is read, processed,

encrypted, and stored.The fingerprint

can’t be recreated from the stored

information  there is therefore there 

is no r isk that a user’s personal 

integrity is violated.

What makes this system unique 

is the use of a much larger

amount of information from

each fingerprint than earlier

versions of fingerprint verification

systems.
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Consider how many passwords you are

required to use in a week. Some

people report that they have at least

20 passwords that they have to

remember, for applications such 

as banking, computer applications,

access control systems, e-commerce

transactions, and other on-line services.

It is becoming increasingly difficult to

remember all of these passwords.

Consequently, people are choosing to

use the same password for all

applications, to write their passwords

down somewhere,or else to select very

simple passwords that are easy to

remember. Actions such as these

mean that as passwords are becoming

more prevalent, they are also 

becoming easier and easier to attack.

As an alternative to remembering

passwords, biometric technologies such

as fingerprint, face, voice, or iris

recognition can be used to protect a

user’s password. A biometric system

can be used to only release the user’s

password once he/she has been 

positively identified.

Mytec Technologies Inc. has 

developed a unique method for

securely binding a user’s credentials,

such as a password, to a biometric.

This process is called Bioscrypt™.

Bioscrypt ™ has been developed

over the last seven years and has resulted

in a very secure method for binding

the user’s credentials to the biometric.

Bioscrypt™ goes beyond replacing 

the use of passwords, to provide 

strong user authentication and secure

implementation.
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The 
Bioscrypt™ product
line consists of:

Bioscrypt™ Core an accurate biometric

authentication algorithm for integrating into 

devices possessing on-board processing capability,

such as cellular telephones.

Bioscrypt™ Portable formerly known 

as MPAD, a low-cost, battery-operated, single 

circuit-board solution for integration into portable

m-commerce devices such as PDA’s.

Bioscrypt™ Enterprise formerly known

as Touchstone Pro, a trusted biometric solution for

IT security applications such as NT logon and Web

Authentication.

Bioscrypt™ Access formerly known as

Gateway, a robust authentication system that can be

seamlessly added to existing physical access control

systems.

Binding Credentials 
to Biometrics By Mytec Technologies Inc.

The range of innovative Bioscrypt™-

branded products will enable revolu-

tionary biometric security for a 

host of applications such as 

mobile-commerce (m-commerce),

wireless e-commerce, network and

web-based security solutions.

Segmenting the product line into the

four areas above allows Mytec

Technologies Inc. to concentrate on

the key features and requirements for

each market segment. For example,

Bioscrypt™ Portable was designed to

meet the demands of the wireless,

m-commerce market that is increasing

at an increasingly rapid rate. Forrester

Research Inc. has stated that they

expect 57 percent of the total work

force will use mobile communications
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within two years, while Ericsson

forecasts there will be around one 

billion mobile telephone users of

which 600 million will be Internet

subscribers, worldwide by 2004.

M-commerce will also allow

people to access their bank accounts,

trade stocks, buy movie tickets, pay

utility bills, and access e-mail 

accounts – all from their Mobile phone.

These devices provide an extremely

efficient way of carrying personal data

but they are also very susceptible to

theft. They are small, expensive and

full of valuable data.A variety of secure

applications or solutions that have been

developed over the last couple of years

were designed to protect users in the

e-commerce, and now m-commerce

market.However, these solutions gene-

rally rely on passwords. Bioscrypt™

Portable is a battery operated hardware

component that can be embedded

directly into the mobile device to

provide secure biometric authenti-

cation. Positive identification of the

Within the Trust

COMPANY
PROFILE

Mytec Technologies Inc. specializes in

the development and licensing of

biometric technologies - software and

standalone hardware - to Original

Equipment Manufacturers and other

customers requiring state-of-the-art

network and physical access security.

Providing unparalleled authentication

that goes well beyond traditional

identity methods such as passwords or

entry cards, Mytec’s technologies -

embodied in the Bioscrypt family 

of branded products - have the

potential to enable secure wireless 

e-commerce. Mytec’s patented Bio-

metric Encryption process links a

128-bit digital key with a biometric

image to create a secure package of

information known as a Bioscrypt.

Using the Bioscrypt, information can

only be unlocked using a fingerprint.

The Company’s biometric encryption

technology applies to all biometric

images, including fingers, iris,

face and voice.

user is required in order to activate the

device or to complete a transaction.

Not only is biometric authentication

important for securing access to the

device or application, it also offers 

non-repudiation of the user.

Biometrics provides true identification

because it is something your are – 

a physical trait, not something you have

- such as a smart-card, or something

that you know - such as a password,

which people can borrow or steal.

As the demand increases for wireless

transactions, the greater the need for

positive identification. For example,

there will be a strong need for non-

refutable proof that the person selling

10,000 shares from his phone is who

he claims to be. Identity theft is a crime

predicted to be on the rise, as more

and more people rely on remote

transactions, either from a PC or from

their mobile handset.The use of the

Internet by thieves has propelled

identity theft into one of the fasted

growing crimes in U.S. This will

become an increasingly larger 

problem as m-commerce evolves and

becomes worldwide.

Mytec’s Bioscrypt™ offers a broad

solution. Not only does it provide

convenience - instead of having to

remember passwords or carry a token,

the user simply present their finger, it

also provides user privacy, as the 

fingerprint image is never stored.

Furthermore, it provides strong

authentication as the fingerprint

replaces the need to remember the

password, and provides true user

authentication – something you are.

For more information: www.mytec.com
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Passwords are really a problem. If they

are good, they’re hard to remember.

If they can be easily remembered, then 

they are bad. And nowadays in 

particular we all have plenty of 

passwords to remember: for the PC at

work, for the mobile, for company and

private credit cards, for online banking,

etc.And to make things even worse,

the company PC needs its password

changed every four weeks. Not

surprising then, after a few years, that

a good password is hard to come by.

In addition, the security of good 

passwords is limited. Programs are

available in the Internet that can 

crack a majority of passwords.

For example, an increasing number 

of cases have come to light recently

where whole series of passwords 

have been stolen by hackers (up to

approximately 190,000 worldwide)

from universities, institutes and 

companies within a few weeks.They

include institutions such as Harvard

University, the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (MIT) and

even companies in Silicon Valley. Just

a few weeks after this incident it became

known that hackers had used a sniffer

program to steal more than 5,000 user

passwords at Stanford University.

It is no wonder then that almost 

80 per cent of all security problems 

in company networks are a result 

of the misuse of user rights.The results

can be disastrous: the wrong person in

possession of a valid password can

made by Infineon that store the details

of a fingerprint. During the authenti-

cation process the minutiae, i.e. the

individual characteristic up and down

landscape of a fingertip such as the

course of a “valley” in the form 

of branches and corners - are

recognized and compared with the

stored individual data for the 

authorised person.

When the finger is placed on the chip

of the ID Mouse, the sensors measure

the distance between the chip surface 

and the skin surface.The image of the

fingerprint is digitalized by the chip

and transferred to the computer.

An algorithm is used to calculate 

the so-called minutiae from the 

grey levels in the pixel image, i.e.

the individual characteristics in the 

fingerprint such as twirls, branches and

line ends. A second algorithm then

compares these values with the stored

values of authorised persons. The

reliability of this authentication

method has also been defined legally.

Forget Your Password – 
Use Your Finger! 
By Siemens AG 

Biometrics
makes access
security 
reliable and
easy to use

Within the Trust

erase, manipulate, spy on data or even

bring in viruses and other evils and

block entire workstations or networks.

The following factors are therefore

decisive in the design of access 

controls:

• an access check must be 

obligatory,

• it must be easy to use and not

be a burden for the user, and

• it must be safe.

One solution is the ID Mouse from

Siemens. Instead of using troublesome

passwords that are not secure, it uses

Fingertip biometrics. Biometrics have

been around for a long time, but only

a few products were ready to market.

Siemens has made a clear decision to

use the fingerprint method as other

biometric methods have disadvantages

- although none regarding security 

An increasing number of cases

have come to light recently where

whole series of passwords have

been stolen by hackers 

(up to approximately 190,000

worldwide) from universities,

institutes and companies within a

few weeks.

The Fingertip however makes access

to PCs and resources simpler for 

the authorised person by replacing 

passwords.This is made possible by a

Fingertip module and the appropriate

biometric methods.There are 65,000 

sensor elements on this 1.7 sq.cm chip
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saver can only be stopped by renewed

authentication by Fingertip.This is an

additional security measure that is just

as simple as log-on by Fingertip after

the start-up of the computer.

The individual data of the authorised

user is stored in the system itself or

centrally in networks.This has several

advantages as, in particular, domains

can be formed allowing users to have

easy access to PCs at several desks

within a network.This is sensible when

employees do not always work at the

same PC such as typing pools, call

centres or even if sales staff log on to

the network from different workplaces.

The central - and thus easily pro-

tected - storage of personal data can

also support the implementation of an

overall network security concept.

In addition, it is possible to include the

Fingertip module in other applications

within the network besides the

Fingertip to access PCs in an ID

Mouse or a keyboard.This can go as 

far as the drink vendor in the canteen:

employees could order a cola using

Fingertip and pay for it directly

through their salary account. It is also

conceivable that the Fingertip sensor

could be incorporated in various types

of locking systems.

Within the Trust

C OMPANY PROFILE

With turnover amounting to more than 50m euros in

the financial year of 1999/2000, Siemens is one of the

largest security providers in Germany and Europe.With

its wide range of products and solutions, the company

provides a high level of security through 

in-house developments and high-quality technology.

Siemens designs and implements solutions for all kinds

of e-business.The products developed in this field, some

of which have been developed by the Irish 

Siemens subsidiary SSE - include Public Key

infrastructures (TrustedCA), email encryption

(TrustedMIME), secure internet and intranet

(TrustedWeb), digital signature (TrustedDoc), secure

access and authorisation (SmartCards, TopSecAA).

In the field of biometrics Siemens is the only company

to offer a complete solution covering hardware,

application and security consulting. For administrative

bodies Siemens has developed high-end security

solutions such as GSM or ISDN encryption between

German authorities in Berlin and Bonn.

More information available at: 

www.siemens.de

www.fingertip.de

Most European courts are satisfied

with twelve minutiae to identify a

person without doubt.The Fingertip

system from Siemens can even 

recognize 20 to 30 of these unique

characteristics.The algorithms used

can also produce reliable results even

if the biometric pattern has been 

altered - for example,by a slight injury.

Once the user get used to using

it, the mouse easily becomes part

of a daily routine.

The original and reference files

required are created uniquely in a

process called enrolment. Here the

fingerprint is taken from various angles

and stored. It is also possible 

to store the fingerprints of several users

in one database.This database is usually

located in the background system

although in principle it can also be

located on a smart card. One pixel

image has a volume of around 65

kilobytes.

Once the user get used to using it, the

mouse easily becomes part of a daily

routine: when started up, the 

com-puter displays a log-on screen

requesting the user to place their 

finger on the sensor of the mouse and

if the user is authorised, access to 

the PC is possible immediately after

the fingerprint. The screen saver 

provides additional security. If the

administrator wishes it, the screen saver

can block access to the PC.The screen
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Towitoko AG has started the first 

production lot of the latest addition to

its CHIPDRIVE product family:

CHIPDRIVE for fingertip.

The device is based on the

CHIPDRIVE external smart card reader.

It supports fingerprint technology and

smart cards in a combined application,

meaning that the CHIPDRIVE for

fingertip provides only one user inter-

face for biometric cardholder

verification and any

ISO7816 smart card

application.

Novacard is the first supplier for 

the dedicated card which features 

an Infineon microprocessor module

and an integrated Infineon Fingertip 

sensorchip.The card is inserted into

the CHIPDRIVE for fingertip like 

a standard smart card and the 

sensorchip and the smart card chip 

• Integration into existing

smart card applications 

basedon open standards (e.g.

PC/SC, CT-API, OCF etc.)

• Comfortable new 

development based on 

Towitoko SCARD toolkit

• Simple biometric 

development based 

on the Infineon tools

• All smart card operating

systems are supported as 

well as memory cards

• Potential applications 

include network security,

payment, healthcare and 

digital signature.

CHIPDRIVE for Fingertip
By Towitoko AG

Biometric and smart card
security in one device 

Within the Trust

are activated simultaneously. The

cardholder places their enrolled finger

on the sensorchip to initiate card-

holder verification and if successful,

the smart card application is started,

omitting any PIN entry.

Ease of use and self-explaining

steps makes deployment of 

the CHIPDRIVE for fingertip

possible with inexperienced users.

The CHIPDRIVE for fingertip offers

user comfort due to the fact that the

operation remains unchanged, i.e. the

user inserts the card just like a standard

smart card, activating both functiona-

lities automatically. Information about

the card status is given via the LED of

the terminal.The dedicated contacting

unit of the CHIPDRIVE for fingertip

features landing contacts for both the

smart card interface and the fingertip

interface and provides in excess of

100.000 mating cycles.

As for systems integrators, CHIP-

DRIVE for fingertip will be useful

because of:



Success for
Towitoko and
their Partners

The leading customer for CHIP-

DRIVE for fingertip is a Dutch health

insurance company. The systems

integrator HSB of the Netherlands,

Novacard, Infineon and Towitoko have

formed a partnership to deploy the first

few hundred units in a pilot for 

Zorg en Zekerheid for dedicated

Parkinson patients in Leiden, the

Netherlands.Towitoko AG and their

project partners, Zorg en Zekerheid,

Infineon Technologies and Novacard,

won the Sesame Award at the

international smart card exhibition

‘Cartes ‘99’ in Paris, France with a

world-wide innovation - a project

including a unique biometric smart

card. Earlier in November of the same

year, the National Chipcard Award

1999 of the Netherlands was also

awarded to this project.
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Advantages of 
the CHIPDRIVE
for fingertip

Towitoko AG expects end users 

to see the advantages of the

CHIPDRIVE for fingertip due to the

fact that it is security enhanced with

biometrics, has a self-explaining, single

user interface and offers full ISO 7816

smart card support. CHIPDRIVE for

fingertip also supports existing

applications based on the Towitoko

SCARD driver (e.g. based on PC/SC,

CT-API, OCF, NETS etc.)

The key success factor however,would

appear to be the easy operation for 

the end user. Ease of use and self-

explaining steps makes deployment 

of the product possible with inex-

perienced users. Existing user

authentication by PIN or password can

be replaced with little risk of 

failure due to user mistakes.

Within the Trust

The pilot program is designed to allow

a pool of several hundred patients to

track information about their medical

history, with all relevant details about

the course of their illness and any

medications prescribed for treatment.

Several hundred CHIPDRIVE for

fingertip are deployed at medical

facilities to verify both the patients and

the medical staff and allow them to

open the smart card applications.Once

the pilot project is concluded, the

system will be implemented on a

widespread basis for Zorg en

Zekerheid.This will allow patients to

securely manage their medical

treatment in an efficient manner 

that benefits both patients and health

care provider.

Deployment in the field is scheduled

for the 4th quarter of 2000.

Samples are available for DEM 500, -.

For further information, please contact Towitoko AG, sales@towitoko.de.
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Biometric Smartcard Readers 
from VeriTouch 
By Veritouch Ltd.
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VeriTouch has developed two primary biometric smartcard readers:

vr-3(P)® Biometric
Smartcard Reader

The vr-3(P) device incorporates a PCSC smartcard reader and parallel port version

of Infineon’s FingerTIP capacitance fingerprint sensor. The device is designed for

Windows NT workstations and servers, as well as Windows 98 and Windows 2000

operating systems.

The miniature device is easily attached to a computer monitor or may be mounted

adjacent to the computer keyboard. It connects to the host PC through male parallel,

serial, and PS/2 connectors on a 1.5 meter integrated cable.

A forthcoming revision vr-3(P2) will combine the card reader and sensor into a

common board, reducing the overall size of the solution to 60mm X 75mm. Improved

interface will remove the serial connector and allow all communications to the host

PC through the parallel port.

vr-3(U)® Biometric
Smartcard Reader

The vr-3(U)® device is the world’s first integrated smartcard reader and fingerprint

sensor. Combining all of the features into a common mainboard allows the device

to be contained in a tiny footprint (40mm X 60mm), ready for integration to

embedded systems.

The functionality is enhanced through the use of a USB (Universal Serial Bus)

microcontroller, which allows instructions to modify the operations of the device.

For instance, an online bank or merchant is able to encode a special key into the

EEPROM of the device so that all transactions performed by customers 

will need to incorporate this “key” as a digital signature.

Like its sister device, the vr-3(U)® attaches to the host PC by mounting in a 

convenient location in the workspace or with a portable mount for notebook 

computers (in development). The 2 Meter integrated cable requires only a single

connection to the USB port.

The vr-3(U)® currently supports Windows 98,Windows 2000, and Windows ME

(Millennium Edition). Future driver support will include the LINUX and UNIX

operating systems.



Complete
Systems

VeriTouch Athena® is a complete

Biometric Logon System for Windows

NT 4.0 Workstation and Windows NT

4.0 Server. Core components of the

Windows Operating System are

replaced with new tools that allow

biometric security features to be

enabled in typical security routines,

including user access permissions

and administration of user rights.

The system is comprised of RFID

receiver device combined with 

Infineon FingerTIP sensor:VeriTouch

vr-5(RF)®, the vr-TAG® RFID tag,

and the Athena® 32-bit application

suite.Athena® features voiceverification

technology provided under license

from Motorola, Inc.

Athena® is a revolutionary new system

(U.S. Patent applied for) that allows

wireless interaction between users and

receiver devices connected to

workstations throughout corporate

campuses.Upon approach within three

meters of the PC, the user’s RFID tag

is “seen” by the reader and a uniqueID

number is sent via the network to a

Biometric Server where all user data

is stored.

facility. In addition, the system can be

designed to implement “people

tracking” in order to locate users by

the functionalities inherent in the

“beacon” system of their RFID Tag.

A comprehensive event log is

embedded in the system to allow for

audit trail studies of all events. This

feature can be valuable in the event of

a medical services delivery error in

healthcare applications, or an error

with a financial transaction if Athena®

is used by a securities trading company

for example.

Future generations of the system will

allow very long range communications,

and stored data to be contained on the

RFID tag.As the tag system is primarily

a radio transmitter and receiver, a

planned future use will be for the tag

to also be a voice communicator or

“walkie talkie”, allowing remote users

to speak with co-workers as required.

Within the Trust
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Information about 

Veritouch can be found at 

www.veritouch.com

Contact: Gary E. Brant

Chief Executive Officer

Tel.: +1 (917) 378-2525

Email: gb@veritouch.com

The user ID number correlates to their

biometric data stored on the 

server, which is retrieved and then

compared to live scans of the user’s

fingerprint and voice at the local

(client) workstation. Successful verifi-

cation allows the user to log into the

computer network, and protect their

open work session even if they walk

away for just a few seconds.

Athena® is a revolutionary new

system (U.S. Patent applied for)

that allows wireless interaction

between users and receiver devices

connected to workstations through-

out corporate campuses.

Privacy alerts are built into the system

whereby nearby users will activate a

screen lock, warning the logged in

party that someone may be “looking

over their shoulder”. A biometric

screen lock ensures only the same user

can reopen a locked work session and

the same features apply to screen savers

that can be activated by traditional

timers.

The seamless qualities of Athena® are

particularly suited for Healthcare and

other large organizations where users

are moving between multiple work-

stations throughout the day, as a

physician would be when making their

rounds throughout a hospital or clinical
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Title Forename Surname

Job Title

Company Name

Company Address

Zip / Postcode Country

Telephone Fax Email
(Please include Int. Code)

What is your Primary
Business? 
(Please circle one only)

1. Manufacturing

2. Financial Services/Insurance/Real Estate

3. Healthcare/Medical

4. Wholesale/Retail

5. Government

6. Communication Systems/
Public Utilities/Transportation

7. System Integrators/VARs/Computer Service
Bureaus/Software Planning & Consulting

8. Educational Services

9. Other ________________________________

What is your title 
(Please circle one only)

11. Chairman/President/CEO/COO

12. CIO/CTO/CFO/EVP/SVP

13. Vice President/General Manager

14. Director/Manager

15. Other ________________________________

What is your Function 
(Please circle one only)

16. Administration

17. Information Technology/MIS

18. Finance

19. Marketing/Sales

20. Purchasing/Operations/Traffic

21. EDI/Electronic Commerce/
Mobile Commerce

22. Design Management

23. Other ________________________________
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